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Welcome

The Literary Press Group is a collective of 60 independent Canadian literary presses, all of whom work tirelessly
to introduce and support incredibly diverse voices that keep the Canadian literary scene vital, fresh, and interesting.
When you choose a course text from an LPG publisher, you’re choosing to support some of the hardest working people in
the Canadian publishing industry. That’s because, for our members, publishing is a labour of love. Although they each have
a unique mandate, our publishers share a commitment to introducing new authors and new ideas to a literary scene that
is overrun with the same voices and the same information. Our publishers are the ones saying yes to debut writers, yes to
experimental works, yes to diverse authors and writing. They are taking risks and supporting authors who are outside of the
mainstream. And when they’re not bringing you something completely new, they are reissuing important literary texts that
are out-of-print and/or diﬃcult to source.
In this catalogue you’ll find 125 potential course texts from 27 of our members, and this is just a sample of what’s available.
New poetry and fiction, drama and theatre history, literary theory and essays on culture—together our members’ books
provide you with an unrivalled selection of contemporary Canadian thought and creativity.
Keep up with what our members are publishing all the time on our new online platform, All Lit Up. Discover and purchase
the best print and e-books our members have to offer. We also have great exclusive behind-the-scenes content on our blog
about the books, authors, and publishers whose work is available on our site.
For a full listing of our members, see www.lpg.ca/publishers.

The Literary Press Group of Canada
gratefully acknowledges the support of

Connect with us
lpgcanada
@LPGCanada

alllitupcanada
@alllitupcanada
alllitupcanada
@alllitupcanada
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Meet the Publishers

Anvil Press / Vancouver, BC

ARP Books / Winnipeg, MB

Established in 1991, Anvil dedicates
itself to publishing progressive,
contemporary Canadian literature
with a distinctly urban twist.
Though national in its vision,
Anvil remains dedicated to its
East Vancouver roots.

Publishing dynamic cultural
fiction and non-fiction, with an
emphasis on progressive politics,
ARP has been publishing renowned
academics, first-time novelists,
community activists, and
established writers since 1996.

Banff Centre Press
Banff, AB

Baraka Books
Montreal, QC

Housed at the Banff Centre—the
world’s largest arts and creativity
incubator—the press publishes
innovative work that has been
conceptualized, performed, or
exhibited at the Centre.

Inspired by the cross-cultural word
‘baraka’, Baraka is committed to
providing readers with ideas, points
of view, and creative works that
might otherwise be overlooked because of cultural or linguistic barriers.

www.anvilpress.com

www.arpbooks.org

www.banffcentre.com/press

www.barakabooks.com

BookThug
Toronto, ON

Breakwater Books
St. John’s, NL

Brick Books
London, ON

Brindle & Glass
Victoria, BC

Publishing innovative books of
poetry, prose, and creative criticism,
BookThug aims to provide a space
for emerging writers, as well as established writers, who want an opportunity to publish experimental works.

Founded in 1973 to feature the high
quality writing happening in Newfoundland, Breakwater now has over
300 titles in print and, though more
national in reach, is still committed
to promoting East Coast literature.

Founded in 2001, Brindle & Glass
publishes a diverse set of books
including national & regional titles,
reissues that should still be available;
books for adults and for young
readers; fiction, drama, and poetry.

www.bookthug.ca

www.breakwaterbooks.com

www.brickbooks.ca

www.brindleandglass.com

Coach House Books
Toronto, ON

Coteau Books
Regina, SK

Goose Lane Editions
Fredericton, NB

Inanna Publications
Toronto, ON

Located in an actual coach house, the
press has been active in publishing
new and established Canadian voices
since the 1960s. Recent books include
Maidenhead by Tamara Faith Berger,
and Stroll by Shawn Micallef.

Begun in 1975 to provide an outlet
for Saskatchewan poetry, Coteau now
publishes works of fiction, poetry,
drama, and young adult fiction. They
still publish many prairie authors as
well as many first-time writers.

As Canada’s oldest independent
publisher, Goose Lane Editions
successfully combines a regional
heart with a national profile to
introduce readers to the best established as well as emerging authors.

Founded in 1978, Inanna is one of
only a very few independent feminist
presses in Canada committed to
publishing fiction, poetry, and
creative non-fiction by and about
women from diverse perspectives.

www.chbooks.com

coteaubooks.com

www.gooselane.com

www.inanna.ca

Invisible Publishing
Picton, ON

Kegedonce Press
Wiarton, ON

Linda Leith Publishing
Montreal, QC

Mawenzi House
Toronto, ON

Committed to working with writers
who might not ordinarily be published
and distributed commercially, Invisible works exclusively with emerging
and under published authors to produce entertaining, affordable books.
www.invisiblepublishing.com
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Brick is the only publishing company
in Canada that exclusively publishes
poetry. Founded in 1975, the press
continues to foster interesting,
ambitious, and compelling work
by both new and established poets.

Kegedonce Press is a First
Nations-owned and operated
publisher committed to the
development, promotion, and
publication of Indigenous Peoples.
www.kegedonce.com

Linda Leith Publishing is a literary
house created in 2011 by Blue
Metropolis founder Linda Leith.
Its publishing programme includes
literary fiction and a pioneering
series of Singles essays.
www.lindaleith.com

Mawenzi House (formerly TSAR)
is dedicated to publishing fresh new
multi-cultural writing from Canada
and across the world that reflects the
diversity of our rapidly globalizing
world, particularly in Canada/US.
www.mawenzihouse.com
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Mother Tongue Publishing
Salt Spring Island, BC
Mother Tongue Publishing is a
West Coast literary press that
publishes fiction, art, history,
poetry, and anthologies by BC
writers. Home of the Great BC
Novel Contest.

NeWest Press
Edmonton, AB

Nightwood Editions
Gibsons, BC

Founded officially in 1979, NeWest Nightwood strives to publish new
Press set out to provide better oppor- poetry and fiction that foster a comtunities for young writers in the prai- munity of writers and readers, providrie region, in a publishing industry ing a forum for thought, discussion,
that was traditionally dominated by and interaction while reflecting the
central Canadian publishing houses. diversity our country is known for.

Palimpsest Press
Windsor, ON
Palimpsest is committed to
discovering and fostering new
talent, supporting established writers,
and ensuring their trade books are
well-distributed and kept in print.

www.mothertonguepublishing.com

www.newestpress.com

nightwoodeditions.com

www.palimpsestpress.ca

Pedlar Press
St. John’s, NL

Quattro Books
Toronto, ON

Ronsdale Press
Vancouver, BC

Thistledown Press
Saskatoon, SK

Pedlar publishes writers who are
struggling with questions about what
it means to be human and about the
function of the individual in society,
and whose texts embody these questions in startlingly fresh ways.

We aim to fulfill the vision that
Canada is extremely diverse and the
literature it produces, regardless of its
style, or the context that informs it,
should be accessible to all.

Ronsdale publishes in a wide variety
of genres, including poetry, fiction,
and young adult fiction. Of particular interest are its non-fiction titles,
including biography, history, and
social ideas.

www.pedlarpress.com

www.quattrobooks.ca

www.ronsdalepress.com

Tightrope Books
Toronto, ON

Turnstone Press
Winnipeg, MB

Véhicule Press
Montreal, QC

Established in 2005, Tightrope
brings a fresh take to Canadian
literature by juxtaposing new and
established writers, genres, and
cultures to build an inclusive list that
represents the vitality of modern
CanLit.

Founded in 1976, Turnstone has
become one of the most highly
regarded publishers in western
Canada, publishing not only poetry
but also fiction, mysteries, literary
criticism, and non-fiction.

tightropebooks.com
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www.turnstonepress.com

Since 1975, Thistledown has built
its reputation on its commitment to
quality and its willingness to embrace
books as cultural artifacts in both
content and form. They publish poetry and fiction for adults and teens.
thistledownpress.com

Since 1973 Véhicule has published
award-winning poetry, fiction, essays,
translations, and social history. In
1981 Véhicule began, Signal Editons,
a poetry series, and in 2003,
Esplanade Books, a fiction series.
www.vehiculepress.com
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Contact Information

Anvil Press

info@anvilpress.com

ARP Books

info@arpbooks.org

Banff Centre Press

press@banffcentre.ca

Baraka Books

info@barakabooks.com

BookThug

www.bookthug.ca/contact

Breakwater Books

info@breakwaterbooks.com

Brick Books

brick.books@sympatico.ca

Brindle & Glass

info@brindleandglass.com

Coach House Books

mail@chbooks.com

Coteau Books

coteau@coteaubooks.com

Goose Lane Editions

info@gooselane.com

Inanna Publications

inanna.publications@inanna.ca

Invisible Publishing

info@invisiblepublishing.com

Kegedonce Press

info@kegedonce.com

Linda Leith Publishing

linda@lindaleith.com

Mawenzi House (formerly TSAR Publications)

info@mawenzihouse.com

Mother Tongue Publishing

info@mothertonguepublishing.com

NeWest Press

info@newestpress.com

Nightwood Editions

info@nightwoodeditions.com

Palimpsest Press

info@palimpsestpress.ca

Pedlar Press

feralgrl@interlog.com

Quattro Books

info@quattrobooks.ca

Ronsdale Press

ronsdale@shaw.ca

Thistledown Press

tdpress@thistledownpress.com

Tightrope Books

tightropeasst@gmail.com

Turnstone Press

info@turnstonepress.com

Vehicule Press

admin@vehiculepress.com
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Poetry
Autobiographical Fictions
Maurice Mierau l Palimpsest Press
As much poet as paparazzo, Maurice Mierau fixes his sights on the complexities of popular culture.
Autobiographical Fictions is both questioning and confident, a book that explores delusion as a form of
thinking and the failure of poetic language to register the anxieties of our daily lives. Speaking through
figures such as John Berryman, Michael Jackson, Ovid, Sitting Bull, Marilyn Monroe, and Alan Turing,
these poems give voice to disaffected generations who remain part of the zeitgeist. Prodigious, visceral,
and humane, Autobiographical Fictions offers readers a glimpse through the lens of one of Canada’s finest
poets.
Maurice Mierau is the author of Detachment: An Adoption Memoir, and several books of poetry,
including Fear Not, which won the ReLit Award in 2009. His work has appeared in the National Post,
Toronto Star, and Globe & Mail. Born in Indiana, he grew up in Nigeria, Manitoba, Jamaica, Kansas,
and Saskatchewan. Maurice now lives in Winnipeg, Manitoba.
Key words: Youth Culture, Pop Culture, Cultural Studies

ISBN-13: 9781926794280
paperback / 72 pp
5.5 x 8.5 / $18.95
September 2015

Blue Sonoma
Jane Munro l Brick Books
Winner of the 2015 Griffin Poetry Prize.
In Blue Sonoma, award-winning poet Jane Munro draws on her well-honed talents to address what Eliot
called “the gifts reserved for age.” A beloved partner’s crossing into Alzheimer’s is at the heart of this book,
and his “battered blue Sonoma” is an evocation of numerous other crossings: between empirical reportage
and meditative apprehension, dreaming and wakefulness, Eastern and Western poetic traditions. Rich in
both pathos and sharp shards of insight, Munro’s wisdom here is deeply embedded, shot through with
moments of wit and candour.
Jane Munro is the author of five previous books of poetry. Her work has received the Bliss Carman Poetry
Award and the Macmillan Prize for Poetry. She is a member of Yoko’s Dogs, a poetry collective whose first
book, Whisk, appeared in 2013. She lives in Vancouver, British Columbia.
Key words: Literary studies (general), Philosophy, Aging

ISBN-13: 9781926829883
paperback / 79 pp
6 x 9 / $20.00
May 2014

Careen
Carolyn Smart l Brick Books
Remember Bonnie & Clyde? A complex, dramatic rendering of a familiar story made new.
Bonnie Parker and Clyde Barrow are the stuff of legend—why tell their story again? Chances are you don’t
know the nuances—their love story and that of their accomplices Buck Barrow and his wife Blanche; their
aspirations, conflicts and prayerful natures; and ultimately the sources of their tragedy. At its core, Careen
is a long poem spoken by the characters, though the voices are companioned by newspaper articles often
ironically at odds with the inside story. Smart lets the principal actors relate their own tale—a book of
voices speaking out of the desperate Dirty Thirties.
Carolyn Smart has written six previous collections of poetry. Smart is the founder of the RBC Bronwen
Wallace Award for Emerging Writers and an editor for the Hugh MacLennan Poetry Series of McGillQueen’s University Press; since 1989 she has taught creative writing at Queen’s University.
Key words: Narrative & Biography, Cultural Studies, National Identity–USA, American History (1930s)
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ISBN-13: 9781771313827
paperback / 97 pp
6 x 9 / $20.00
September 2015
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Poetry
children of air india: un/authorized exhibits and interjections
Renée Sarojini Saklikar l Nightwood Editions
Shortlisted for the 2014 Dorothy Livesay Poetry Prize.
children of air india is a series of elegiac sequences exploring the nature of individual loss, situated
within public trauma. The work is animated by a proposition: that violence, both personal and collective,
produces continuing sonar, an echolocation that finds us, even when we choose to be unaware or
indifferent. This collection breaks new ground in its approach to the saga that is Canada/Air India,
an event and its aftermath that is both over-reported and under-represented in our national psyche.

ISBN-13: 9780889712874
paperback / 128 pp
5.5 x 8.5 / $18.95
October 2013

Renée Sarojini Saklikar writes thecanadaproject, a life-long chronicle that includes poetry, fiction, and
essays. Work from thecanadaproject appears in numerous literary journals, newspapers, and anthologies
and in children of air india.
Key words: Colonization & Decolonization, Feminist, National Identity–Canada, South Asian
Identities, Multiculturalism, Criminal Justice, Trauma

Fauxccasional Poems
Daniel Scott Tysdal l Goose Lane Editions
In Fauxccasional Poems Daniel Scott Tysdal imagines himself into poetic voices not his own, writing to
commemorate events that never occurred, for the posterity of alternative universes—and the delight of
our own. From the twelfth-century Iroquois colonization of Europe, to Barack Obama’s career as a poet,
to the lasting peace to come under the rule of the Democratic Kampuchea Global Party, Tysdal envisions
paths not taken and what might have been. In these poems, the crew of the Enola Gay refuses to bomb
Hiroshima, Kennedy evades assassination, and Karl Marx moonlights as an agent provocateur for a
capitalist consortium.
Daniel Scott Tysdal is the author of two previous books of poetry, The Mourner’s Book of Albums and
Predicting the Next Big Advertising Breakthrough Using a Potentially Dangerous Method, winner of the ReLit
Award for Poetry, the Anne Szumigalski Poetry Award, and the John V. Hicks Award.
ISBN-13: 9780864928726
paperback / 98 pp
5.5 x 8.5 / $19.95
September 2015

Key words: Literary Studies (general), Cultural Studies

For Your Safety Please Hold On
Kayla Czaga l Nightwood Editions
Winner of the 2015 Gerald Lampert Award.
The poems in For Your Safety Please Hold On move in thematic focus from family, to girlhood, to
adulthood, each permeated by Czaga’s lively voice and quick-witted, playful language. The linguistic
hopscotch of her poems about girlhood is often beautifully juxtaposed with feelings of menace or a first
taste of smothering expectations. The irrepressible energy of her, paired with their complex balancing
act between light and dark, humour and melancholy, innocence and danger, make this collection an
extraordinary debut offering.

ISBN-13: 9780889713031
paperback / 96 pp
5.5 x 8 / $18.95
September 2014
6

Kayla Czaga grew up in Kitimat and now lives in Vancouver, British Columbia, where she recently earned
her MFA in creative writing at UBC. Her work has been published in The Walrus, Best Canadian Poetry
2013, and Room Magazine, among other publications.
Key words: Feminist, Women’s Literary Traditions, Narrative & Biography, Youth Culture
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Poetry
Kingdom
Elizabeth Ross l Palimpsest Press
Kingdom is a collection of poems that asks questions and argues with the answers. Although confessional,
they do not repent. Both comedic and sombre, these poems search for the meaning found in everyday
experiences. Whether describing an elephant’s death at the zoo or a sibling road trip, these wide-ranging
and visceral poems explore identity, love, family bonds, and our primal link with the natural world.
Elizabeth Ross was born in Victoria, British Columbia. Her poems have been published in a number
of Canadian literary magazines and anthologies, including the Malahat Review, Fiddlehead, and Best
Canadian Poetry. In 2013, she was longlisted for the 2013 CBC Poetry Prize. She is a former editor of
PRISM International. She currently lives in Toronto, Ontario.
Key words: Feminist, Women’s Literary Traditions
ISBN-13: 9781926794242
paperback / 80 pp
5.5 x 8.5 / $18.95
May 2015

Lake of Two Mountains
Arleen Paré l Brick Books
Winner of the 2014 Governor General’s Award for Poetry.
Lake of Two Mountains, Arleen Paré’s second poetry collection, is a portrait of a lake, of a relationship to
a lake, of a network of relationships around a lake. It maps, probes, and applauds the riparian region of
central Canadian geography that lies between the Ottawa and the St. Lawrence Rivers. The poems portray
this territory, its contested human presences and natural history: the 1990 Oka Crisis, Pleistocene shifts
and dislocations, the feather-shaped Ile Cadieux, a Trappist monastery on the lake’s northern shore.
Arleen Paré is a poet and novelist, author of two previous books. Originally from Montreal, she lived for
many years in Vancouver, where she worked as a social worker and administrator to provide community
housing for people with mental illnesses. She now lives in Victoria, British Columbia, with her partner.
Key words: Literary Studies (general), Ecopoetry, Geography, Regional Identity–Ontario

The Largeness of Rescue
Eva Tihanyi l Inanna Publications

ISBN-13: 9781926829876
paperback / 73 pp
6 x 9 / $20.00
April 2014

NEW

The big theme—perhaps the only theme—is the narrative that unfolds between the bookends of our birth
and our death. Each of us is born into a time and place—our present—and must answer the questions only
we can answer for ourselves: Who are we? What will we do? What choices will we make? The Largeness of
Rescue helps us along our own storyline by doing what the best art does so well: engage us with ourselves
and with our world and encourage us to slow down and consider our very humanness.
Eva Tihanyi teaches at Niagara College and divides her time between Port Dalhousie and Toronto. The
Largeness of Rescue is her eighth poetry volume. She has also published a collection of short stories, Truth
and Other Fictions.
Key words: Literary Studies General, Feminist, Women’s Literary Traditions
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ISBN-13: 9781771332972
paperback / 120 pp
6 x 7.5 / $18.95
April 2016
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Poetry
NEW

My Dinosaur
François Turcot, translated by Erín Moure l BookThug
In My Dinosaur, Turcot pays tribute not just to the father figure, but also to the figure of the son, and
to writing itself as key to story, emotion, memory, and history. With luminous and lucid writing, Turcot
excavates the fossil gaze of his father in an elated elegy, alternating the voice and writings of the father with
the fictions and assemblies of the son—reminding us that a man’s story can only be told by assembling the
shreds and bits that have been accumulated over the course of our lives.
Montreal-based poet François Turcot is the author of Mon dinosaure, Cette maison n’est pas la mienne,
Derrière les forêts, and miniatures en pays perdu. His poetry has been translated into English, German, and
Polish. My Dinosaur is his first book translated into English.

ISBN-13: 9781771662307
paperback / 160 pp
5 x 7.5 / $18.00
March 2016

Erín Moure is a Montreal poet and translator. Her recent books are Kapusta and Insecession, a
biotranspoetics published in one volume with her translation of Chus Pato’s Secession. Other recent
translations include White Piano by Nicole Brossard, translated with Robert Majzels, and Galician Songs
by Rosalía de Castro.
Key words: Gender Constructs, Literary Studies (general), Literature in Translation, Grief

Myrmurs: An Exploded Sestina
Shannon Maguire l BookThug
Included in the 2016 Best American Exerimental Anthology.
Myrmurs is an innovative variant of the sestina form (a medieval mechanism of desire that spirals around
six end words). Connecting medieval textuality to contemporary politics and poetics, this poem explores
living systems: cities and languages as self-organizing entities, ants, interspecies entanglements, strange
attachments, neocolonialism and how to break free of it. Following on her critically acclaimed debut
collection fur(l) parachute (BookThug, 2013), this is the second volume in Shannon Maguire’s planned
medievalist trilogy.
ISBN-13: 9781771661607
paperback / 124 pp
6 x 8 / $18.00
October 2015

NEW

Shannon Maguire holds an MFA in creative writing, an MA in English, and is a doctoral candidate in
the department of English and film studies at Wilfrid Laurier University, where she studies noise and queer
and Metis poetics.
Key words: Colonization & Decolonization, Feminist, Postcolonial, Literary Studies (general),
Women’s Literary Traditions, Queer Poetics, Experimental Poetry

Poems by Gerary Legro
Jerrold Levy & Richard Negro, edited by Alessandro Porco l BookThug
In 1949, Jerrold Levy and Richard Negro—two disaffected teen pranksters in post-war America—
composed, circulated, and performed a collection of poems meant to be a critique of the ‘obscurity’
of modernist poetry on the campus of Black Mountain College, an experimental school in North
Carolina. Now, BookThug brings this previously unpublished work to light for the first time in Poems
by Gerard Legro, edited by Canadian poet and scholar Alessandro Porco. Porco’s insightful work
(including a critical introduction, explanatory notes, and rare photographs sourced from archival
documents and historical materials) offers an enlightening exploration of the Black Mountain College.
Alessandro Porco is a poet, critic, and scholar from Toronto, Ontario. He earned his PhD from the State
University of New York at Buffalo. His research focuses on twentieth-century poetry and poetics. Porco
lives in Wilmington, where he is an assistant professor of English at UNCW.

ISBN-13: 9781771662000
paperback / 128 pp
5 x 7.5 / $22.00
January 2016
8

Key words: Literary Studies (general), American Poetry, Postmodern Poetics
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Poetry
questions i asked my mother
Di Brandt l Turnstone Press
New edition of the 1988 Gerald Lampert Memorial Award winner.
questions i asked my mother is a seminal work of both Canadian and Mennonite literature. Originally
published in 1987, the collection embodies a bold vision of the feminine that confronts centuries of
patriarchal culture. Powerful and lyrical, Brandt’s poems bridge the impossible contradictions between
traditionalism and the postmodern in extraordinary gestures of creative defiance and tenderness.
In this new edition, poet and scholar Tanis MacDonald reflects in a critical essay on the far-reaching impact
and continuing relevance of Di Brandt’s groundbreaking collection.
Di Brandt is one of Canada’s most loved and admired poets. Her internationally celebrated and awardwinning poetry titles include Agnes in the Sky, Jerusalem, beloved, and Now You Care. An award-winning
essayist and literary critic, she has collaborated with numerous other writers, critics and artists.
Key words: Feminist, Literary Studies (general), Mennonite Studies, Women’s Literary Traditions

ISBN-13: 9780888015051
paperback / 88 pp
5.5 x 8.5 / $12.00
April 2015

Realignment
Ruth Roach Pierson l Palimpsest Press
Realignment is an extended meditation on the human condition, shifting perspective from poem to poem
to embody a variety of cultural milieus. A disruption in morning ritual realigns one’s day. A painter
switching brushes realigns his style. A break in syntax corresponds with an abrupt change of pattern in
an Afghan carpet. Like “a gentle winding down,” the poems in Realignment address the self-understanding
brought on by changing memories of the past and, ultimately, the realignment of removal, vanishing, and
farewell consume the heart of the book.
Ruth Roach Pierson has taught women’s history, feminist theory, European and post-colonial studies,
and, since retiring in 1980, has published three previous poetry collections: Where No Window Was;
Aide-Mémoire, which was a Governor General Literary Award for Poetry finalist in 2008; and
CONTRARY. Ruth currently resides in Toronto, Ontario.
Key words: Feminist, Women’s Literary Traditions

ISBN-13: 9781926794259
paperback / 88 pp
5.5 x 8.5 / $18.95
May 2015

Rue
Melissa Bull l Anvil Press
Shortlisted for the 2016 Gerald Lampert Memorial Award.
In her compelling debut poetry collection, shortlisted for the Robert Kroetsch Award, Melissa Bull explores
the familial, romantic, and sexual ties that bind lives to cities. Rue takes us through its alleys, parks, and
kitchens with a robust lyricism and language that is at once inventive and plainspoken, compassionate and
frank. In English, to rue is to regret; in French, la rue is the street—Rue’s poems provide the venue for
moments of both recollection and motion.
Melissa Bull is the editor of Maisonneuve’s “Writing from Quebec” column. In addition to her poetry
collection, her translation of Nelly Arcan’s Burqa de chair has also just been released by Anvil Press. She
lives in Montreal, Quebec.
Key words: Regional Identity–Montreal, Lyrical Poetry, Literary Studies (general), Narrative & Biography,
Feminist, Sexuality
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ISBN-13: 9781772140163
paperback / 104 pp
5.5 x 7.5 / $18.00
April 2015
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Poetry
Short Talks: Brick Books Classics 1
Anne Carson l Brick Books
With an introduction by Margaret Christakos and a “Short Talk on Afterwords” by Carson herself.
On the occasion of the press’s 40th anniversary, Brick Books is proud to present the first of six new editions
of classic books from its back catalogue. First issued in 1992, this is Carson’s first and only collection of
poems published with an independent Canadian press. It announced the arrival of a profound, elegiac, and
biting new voice. Short Talks can comfortably stand alongside Carson’s other bestselling and award-winning
works.
Anne Carson was born in Canada and teaches ancient Greek for a living. A former MacArthur Fellow,
awards for her numerous books include the T.S. Eliot Prize and the Los Angeles Times Book Prize. Red
Doc> was recently awarded the Griffin Poetry Prize and the inaugural Folio Prize.
ISBN-13: 9781771313421
paperback / 79 pp
5.5 x 8.5 / $20.00
January 2015

Key words: Women’s Literary Traditions

Sideshow Concessions
Lucas Crawford l Invisible Publishing
Winner of the 2015 Robert Kroetsch Award for Innovative Poetry.
Sideshow Concessions is the first book from queer performer and scholar Lucas Crawford. A collection
populated by the circus-like bodies and experiences of a narrator navigating rural pasts and urban presents,
Sideshow Concessions is the unofficial story of someone who is both a bearded lady and the fattest man in
the world.
Lucas Crawford is the Ruth Wynn Woodward Endowment Lecturer at Simon Fraser University, where
he teaches in the department of gender, sexuality, and women’s studies. Crawford’s poems won the Writers’
Federation of Nova Scotia’s Atlantic Writing Competition and are currently nominated for the Pushcart
Prize. He’s based in Vancouver, British Columbia.
ISBN-13: 9781926743578
paperback / 104 pp
4.75 x 7 / $15.95
April 2015

Key words: Gender Studies, LGBT Literature, Urban vs Rural

The Significance of Moths
Shirley Camia l Turnstone Press
There is a belief, in Filipino culture, that the recently deceased may return in the form of a moth. Though
their bodies disintegrate, their spirits linger on. Fragile but insistent, these spirit-memories permeate
Shirley Camia’s collection of poetry, The Significance of Moths.
In her latest work, Camia exposes her experiences in Canada as a child of immigrants. Like a voyager
though time and space, she perceives her present through a film of nostalgia for a home she never
knew, while she faces a future laden with the expectations of a family who risked everything for a
better tomorrow.

ISBN-13: 9780888015334
paperback / 85 pp
5.5 x 8.5 / $17.00
April 2015
10

Shirley Camia is a broadcaster and journalist, born in Winnipeg to first-generation Filipino immigrants.
She has traveled throughout the Americas, Europe, and Asia, sleeping alongside the rice fields of rural
Japan and falling in love with Canada’s far north. She lives and writes in Toronto, Ontario.
Key words: Diasporic, Feminist, Literary Studies (general), Multiculturalism, South Asian Identities
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Poetry
Throaty Wipes
Susan Holbrook l Coach House Books

NEW

In 1934, Gertrude Stein asked, ‘What is poetry and if you know what poetry is what is prose.’ Throaty
Wipes answers this question and many more! How does broadband work? Does ‘chuffed’ mean pleased
or displeased? What if the generations of Adam had mothers? What do the Disney Princesses eat for
breakfast? Through her signature fusion of formal innovation and lyricism, Holbrook delivers what we’ve
been waiting for.
Susan Holbrook’s poetry books are the Trillium-nominated Joy Is So Exhausting (Coach House, 2009),
Good Egg Bad Seed (Nomados, 2004), and misled (Red Deer, 1999), which was shortlisted for the Pat
Lowther Memorial Award and the Stephan G. Stephansson Award. She lives in Leamington, Ontario, and
teaches North American literatures and creative writing at the University of Windsor.
Key words: Philosophy, Literary Studies (general), Feminist, Gender Constructs

ISBN-13: 9781552453285
paperback / 80 pp
5.5 x 8 / $18.95
May 2016

undercurrent
Rita Wong l Nightwood Editions
The water belongs to itself. undercurrent reflects on the power and sacredness of water—largely
underappreciated by too many—whether it be in the form of ocean currents, the headwaters of the
Fraser River or fluids in the womb. Exploring a variety of poetic forms, anecdote, allusion, and visual
elements, this collection reminds humanity that we are water bodies, and we need and deserve better
ways of honouring this.
Rita Wong is the author of monkeypuzzle, forage, sybil unrest, and undercurrent. forage won both the 2008
Dorothy Livesay Poetry Prize and Canada Reads Poetry 2011. She is an associate professor in the critical
and cultural studies department at the Emily Carr University of Art and Design in Vancouver.
Key words: Postcolonial, Feminist, Ecocritical, Urbanization, Regional Identity–British Columbia
ISBN-13: 9780889713086
paperback / 96 pp
5.5 x 8 / $18.95
April 2015

Weathervane
Mark Sampson l Palimpsest Press

NEW

Mark Sampson’s Weathervane is a book of lyric poetry that deals with the weather and its unpredictability
due to climate change. Intensely personal and highly charged, these poems explore locales such a South
Korea and Nova Scotia while presenting a unified view of a shifting world.
Mark Sampson is the author of the novels Off Book and Sad Peninsula, as well as the short story
collection The Secrets Men Keep. His fiction, poetry, and reviews have appeared in many journals across
Canada. Mark is a regular book reviewer for Quill & Quire, Canadian Notes & Queries (CNQ), and other
publications. He also writes the popular book blog Free Range Reading. Originally from Prince Edward
Island, he now lives and writes in Toronto.
Key words: Ecocritical, Meteorology, Climate Change
ISBN-13: 9781926794310
paperback / 80 pp
5.5 x 8.5 / $18.95
April 2016
Literary Press Group / Congress 2016
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Poetry
NEW

Whelmed
Nicole Markotic l Coach House Books
Each prose poem in Whelmed features a word that has been unhinged from its prefix, allowing new
meanings—radically unfamiliar, yet uncannily intimate—to emerge from these prefixless word deposits.
Part prose-poem sequence and part encyclopedia of unpredictably irregular terms, Whelmed is at times
deranging, almost disturbing, sometimes detached, and always joyfully rupting.
Nicole Markotić is a poet, novelist, and critic. Her poetry books include Bent at the Spine (BookThug,
2012), Minotaurs & Other Alphabets (Wolsak & Wynn, 1998), and Connect the Dots (Wolsak & Wynn,
1994). She edits the Wrinkle Press chapbook series and teaches creative writing, children’s literature, and
disability studies at the University of Windsor.
Key words: Philosophy, Literary Studies (general), Language & Writing

ISBN-13: 9781552453261
paperback / 104 pp
5.5 x 8 / $18.95
May 2016

Wittgenstein Elegies: Brick Books Classics 6
Jan Zwicky l Brick Books
On the occasion of the press’s 40th anniversary, Brick Books presents a new edition of Wittgenstein Elegies,
which features an expansive introduction by Sue Sinclair, a new afterword by the author, and a new cover
and design by the renowned typographer Robert Bringhurst.
First published in 1986, Wittgenstein Elegies is a polyphonic poem in five parts. It establishes the parameters
of a long conversation between logic and the lyre that has continued over multiple books and in multiple
genres. Long out of print, this revised edition is both a must-have for Zwicky’s readers and a perfect
introduction to her work.

ISBN-13: 9781771313476
paperback / 79 pp
5.5 x 8.5 / $20.00
October 2015

Jan Zwicky has published nine collections of poetry, including Songs for Relinquishing the Earth, which
won the Governor General’s Award, and, most recently, Forge. Zwicky grew up on the prairies, was
educated at the Universities of Calgary and Toronto, and currently lives on the west coast of Canada.
Key words: Philosophy, Literary Studies (general), Polyphonic Poetry

Xenotext: Book 1
Christian Bök l Coach House Books
Shortlisted for the 2016 Stephan G. Stephansson Award for Poetry.
Internationally renowned poet Christian Bök has encoded a poem (called ‘Orpheus’) into the genome of
a germ so that, in reply, the cell builds a protein that encodes yet another poem (called ‘Eurydice’). Book
1 of The Xenotext is an ‘infernal grimoire’ that introduces readers to the conceptual groundwork for this
project. The book is a primer in genetics, even as it revisits the pastoral heritage of poetry, updating the
orphic idylls of Virgil for a new age of mythic danger—be it in the beauty of artful biogenesis, if not in
the terror of global extinction.

ISBN-13: 9781552453216
paperback / 160 pp
5.5 x 8 / $19.95
October 2015
12

Christian Bök is the author of Crystallography (Coach House Press, 1994), a pataphysical encyclopedia
nominated for the Gerald Lampert Award for Best Poetic Debut, and Pataphysics: The Poetics of an
Imaginary Science (Northwestern University Press, 2001). His book Eunoia won the 2002 Griffin Poetry
Prize. He currently teaches at the University of Calgary.
Key words: Philosophy, Literary Studies (general), Experimental Poetry, Science
Literary Press Group / Congress 2016

Poetry – Anthologies
The Best Canadian Poetry in English 2015
edited by Jacob McArthur Mooney, Molly Peacock & Anita Lahey l Tightrope Books
Guest edited by Jacob McArthur Mooney, this eighth edition of Canada’s vibrant yearly anthology features
the fifty finest Canadian poems published during 2014. The Best Canadian Poetry series, which thrives
under the stewardship of acclaimed series editor Molly Peacock and assistant editor Anita Lahey, ushers
readers into the heart of the diverse Canadian poetry scene. A must-read for anyone with a stake or interest
in contemporary Canadian literature.
Guest editor Jacob McArthur Mooney’s collection Folk was nominated for the Trillium Book Award
in Poetry and the Dylan Thomas Prize. His latest collection, Don’t Be Interesting, was just published by
McClelland & Stewart. He lives with his wife and son in Toronto where he hosts and co-directs the Pivot
Reading Series.
Key words: National Identity–Canada

ISBN-13: 9781926639932
paperback / 168 pp
5.5 x 8.5 / $21.95
October 2015

The Breakwater Book of Contemporary Newfoundland Poetry
edited by James Langer & Mark Callanan l Breakwater Books
The Breakwater Book of Contemporary Newfoundland Poetry features selections from twelve of the province’s
most impressive poets, including Al Pittman, Tom Dawe, Mary Dalton, John Steffler, Patrick Warner, and
Ken Babstock. This groundbreaking anthology, with over forty years of poetry on display, celebrates the
rousing and the rebirth of contemporary Newfoundland verse.
James Langer is the author of the award-winning poetry collection Gun Dogs (Anansi, 2009). He’s edited
poetry for the Fiddlehead, Riddle Fence, Goose Lane Editions, and now works as the in-house managing
editor of Breakwater Books.
Key words: Literary Studies (general), Regional Identity–Newfoundland, National Identity–Canada,
Women’s Literary Traditions, Visual Art & Traditions
ISBN-13: 9781550814088
paperback / 288 pp
6 x 9 / $19.95
April 2013

Force Field: 77 Women Poets of British Columbia
edited by Susan Musgrave l Mother Tongue Publishing
Force Field-77: Women Poets of British Columbia is the first anthology of its kind since 1979. It is a strong
celebration of women’s poetry, from the emerging to mid-career to established.
Contributors include Maleea Acker, Joanne Arnott, Elizabeth Bachinsky, Lorna Crozier, Jen Currin,
Daniela Elza, Karen Hofmann, Leah Horlick, Aislinn Hunter, Sonnet L’Abbé, Larissa Lai, Zoë Landale,
Evelyn Lau, Jane Munro, Catherine Owen, Meredith Quartermain, Cathy Stonehouse, Rita Wong, Patricia
Young, and Jan Zwicky.		
Key words: Feminist, Literary Studies (general), Women’s Literary Traditions, Multiculturalism,
Regional Identity–British Columbia
ISBN-13: 9781896949253
paperback / 400 pp
6.75 x 9 / $32.95
April 2013
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Poetry – Anthologies
In Our Translated World
edited by Chelva Kanaganayakam l Mawenzi House
In Our Translated World brings together for the first time, in a Tamil-English bilingual edition, poems
written in Tamil from around the world. The poems were written over a period of several decades, and
since modernity shapes contemporary perspectives in important ways, the struggle between modernity
and tradition looms large in this volume. Taken together, these poems offer an exciting and insightful
representation of the contemporary global Tamil experience.
Chelva Kanaganayakam was a professor in the department of English at the University of Toronto and
the director for the Centre for South Asian Studies at the University of Toronto. His publications include
Moveable Margins: The Shifting Spaces of Canadian Literature, Lutesong and Lament: Tamil Writing from Sri
Lanka, and Structures of Negation: The Writings of Zulfikar Ghose.
ISBN-13: 9781927494363
paperback / 269 pp
5.5 x 8.25 / $24.00
January 2013

Key words: Globalization, South Asian Identities, Literary Studies (general), Literature in Translation,
Bilingual Edition

Toward.Some.Air.: Remarks on Poetics of Mad Affect, Militancy, Feminism, Demotic
Rhythms, Emptying, Intervention, Reluctance, Indigeneity, Immediacy, Lyric
Conceptualism, Commons, Pastoral Margins, Desire, Ambivalence, Disability,
The Digital, and Other Practices l Amy De’Ath & Fred Wah l Banff Centre Press
Toward. Some. Air. is a landmark collection of profiles of contemporary poets, statements, essays,
conversations about contemporary poetry and poetic practice, and a few exemplary poems selected by
up-and-coming poet and scholar, Amy De’Ath, and Governor General’s Award-winning writer, Fred Wah.
The over forty contributors are renowned poets and academics from Canada, the United States, and the UK.
Contributors include Dionne Brand, Nicole Brossard, Steve Collis, Larissa Lai, Roy Miki, Nicole Markotic,
Sina Queyras, Lisa Robertson, Steven Ross Smith, Darren Wershler, Rita Wong, and Rachel Zolf.
ISBN-13: 9781894773805
paperback / 343 pp
6 x 9 / $21.95
April 2015

Fred Wah is from the Kootenay region of southeast British Columbia. He is best known for his biofiction, Diamond Grill (1966). He was Canada’s fifth Parliamentary Poet Laureate.
Key words: Postcolonial, Feminist, Marxist, Gender Constructs, Literary Studies (general),
Visual Art & Traditions, Essays, Language Arts, Literary Criticism

Fiction
Bitter Rose
Martine Delvaux, translated by David Homel l Linda Leith Publishing
A little girl is growing up in an Ontario village. Her father has taken off, and the world is full of dangers
she doesn’t understand. Her friends have names like Manon-just-Manon, BB, and Valence Berri, and
things seem pretty okay, most of the time, except that girls keep disappearing. When she leaves the village
for a suburb of Ottawa and then moves downtown and beyond, she never looks back.
Novelist Martine Delvaux studied in the United States, taught in England, and now lives in Montreal,
where she teaches women’s studies at Université du Québec à Montréal. Bitter Rose is her first book in
English.
Key words: Feminist, Youth Culture, Regional Identity–Ontario, Literature in Translation
ISBN-13: 9781927535561
paperback / 142 pp
5 x 8 / $14.95
April 2015
14
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Fiction
The Book of Faith
Elaine Kalman Naves l Linda Leith Publishing
Mordecai Richler meets Jane Austen in The Book of Faith. Faith, Rhoda, and Erica, affectionately known
the Three Graces, are members of a liberal Jewish congregation in contemporary Montreal. Rabbi Nate
wants a grand new synagogue; Marty, the congregation’s treasurer, harbours a raunchy secret; and Melly is
a hard-nosed Holocaust survivor with an agenda. A delicious send-up of synagogue politics, this is also a
paean to friendship.
Elaine Kalman Naves was born in Hungary, and grew up in Budapest, London, and Montreal. She
was a literary columnist for many years with the Gazette in Montreal, and is the author of seven previous
books, among them the award-winning memoirs Journey to Vaja (McGill Queens) and Shoshanna’s Story
(McClelland & Stewart).
Key words: Jewish Community Life, Regional Identity–Montreal

ISBN-13: 9781927535745
paperback / 402 pp
5 x 8 / $19.95
September 2015

Chorus of Mushrooms: 20th Anniversary Edition
Hiromi Goto l NeWest Press
Winner of the 1994 Commonwealth Writers’ Prize for Best First Book (Caribbean and Canada).
Since its publication in 1994, Hiromi Goto’s Chorus of Mushrooms has been recognized as a classic
of Canadian literature. Part of NeWest Press’ long-running Nunatak First Fiction Series, Goto’s acclaimed
feminist novel examines the Japanese Canadian immigrant experience, focusing on the lives of three
generations of women in modern day Alberta. This reprinting of the landmark text includes an
afterword by Larissa Lai and an author interview.
Hiromi Goto is a Vancouver, British Columbia fiction writer, cultural critic, arts advocate, youth
organizer, and teacher of creative writing.
Key words: Colonization & Decolonization, Feminist, Women’s Literary Traditions, Immigrant
Experiences, Regional Identity–Alberta, Japanese Identities

ISBN-13: 9781927063484
paperback / 272 pp
5.5 x 8.5 / $19.95
April 2014

Dancing in Red Shoes Will Kill You
Donna Decker l Inanna Publications
Through the braided narratives of three spirited characters, this novel bears witness to the infamous
crime that metastasized uber-civilized Montreal. The Montreal Massacre saw fourteen female engineering
students murdered in their classrooms on December 6, 1989. Set in that tragic historic moment, on two
college campuses fraught with gendered antagonisms, this novel tells the story of the victims, following
the imagined lives of these women as they happen headlong into the tragedy—a story disarmingly
accurate that explores unimaginable loss, their families and survivors, examining the enduring effects
of the massacre’s twenty-four minutes of inarticulate inhumanity.
Donna Decker is an English professor at Franklin Pierce University, whose teaching includes a seminar
on school shootings. She was one of twenty-five professors selected to be a Ms. Magazine Feminist Scholar
based on her project about the 1989 Montreal Massacre, “Intentional Venom: Making Meaning of School
Shootings.” She lives in Massachusetts.
Key words: Feminist, Gender Constructs, Violence Against Women, Regional Identity–Montreal,
Montreal Massacre, Canadian History (1980s)
Literary Press Group / Congress 2016

ISBN-13: 9781771332019
paperback / 250 pp
5.5 x 8.25 / $22.95
May 2015
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Fiction
NEW

The Dead Man
Nora Gold l Inanna Publications
The Dead Man is a compelling novel about a woman who is obsessed. Eve, a composer of sacred music
and a music therapist—a sensible, intelligent professional—can’t recover from a brief relationship she had
five years ago with a world-famous music critic named Jake. This obsession with Jake is a mystery to Eve’s
friends, and also to her. In an attempt to solve this mystery, she “returns to the scene of the crime”: Israel,
where Jake still lives, and where they first fell in love. There she revisits all their old haunts and struggles
to complete the song cycle she started composing five years ago about Jake but hasn’t been able to finish.
Gradually the dark mystery behind their complex relationship begins to unravel.

ISBN-13: 9781771332613
paperback / 300 pp
5.5 x 8.25 / $22.95
April 2016

Nora Gold is a writer, activist, and the creator and editor of the prestigious online literary journal, Jewish
Fiction. Her first book, Marrow and Other Stories, won the 1999 Canadian Jewish Book Award and was
also shortlisted for the 1999 Danuta Gleed Award. Her most recent novel, Fields of Exile, was awarded the
2015 Canadian Jewish Literary Award. She lives in Toronto, Ontario.
Key words: Literary Studies (general), Feminist, Music, Women’s Literary Traditions, Jewish Literature

Do You Think This Is Strange?
Aaron Cully Drake l Brindle & Glass
Shortlisted for the 2016 Amazon First Novel Award.
Freddy is seventeen and has autism. His mother left him years ago, his relationship with his father
is strained, and he is struggling to get through his last year of high school. He painstakingly avoids
interactions with other students who don’t understand his hyper-literal perspective, and he begrudgingly
accepts the company of his appointed counselor. But then Saskia—a girl from his past—appears. As
they reconnect, Freddy begins to unearth memories buried long ago and everything he thought he
knew begins to unravel.

ISBN-13: 9781927366387
paperback / 272 pp
5.5 x 8.5 / $17.95
May 2015

NEW

Aaron Cully Drake has written for newspapers and magazines, and is a former reporter and editor.
He lives in Vancouver, British Columbia, with his wife, son, and autistic daughter. Do You Think This
Is Strange? is his first novel.
Key words: Literary Studies (general), Youth Culture, Autism, Autistic Stereotypes

Double Teenage
Joni Murphy l BookThug
Double Teenage tells the story of Celine and Julie, two girls coming of age in the 1990s. It asks what it
feels like to be a girl and asks impossible questions about the media’s obsession with sexual violence.
Wherever they are—whether in a dance club in El Paso or an art lecture in Vancouver—these characters
brush against maddening contradiction and concealed brutality. Part bildungsroman, part performance,
part passionate essay, part magic spell, what Double Teenage ultimately offers is a way to see through
violence into an emotionally alive place beyond the myriad traps of girlhood.

ISBN-13: 9781771662130
paperback / 208 pp
5 x 8 / $20.00
March 2016
16

Joni Murphy is a writer and artist living in New York City. Originally from Las Cruces, New Mexico, she
has shown and published work in the US, Canada, the UK, Switzerland, Serbia, and Greece. Her creative
output takes the form of poetry, criticism, curatorial projects, audio, and performance. She has an MFA
from the School of the Art Institute of Chicago and was an artist-in-residence with Sound Development
City’s 2016 expedition to Belgrade and Athens. Double Teenage is her debut novel.
Key words: Feminist, Literary Studies (general), Gender Constructs, Media Studies, Narrative &
Biography, Gender & Women’s Studies, Women’s Literary Traditions
Literary Press Group / Congress 2016

Fiction
Eco Warrior
Philip Roy l Ronsdale Press
Seventeen-year-old Alfred takes his homemade submarine into the Southern Ocean to thwart the actions
of the Japanese whalers, followed along the way by a friendly blue whale and her calf. He later encounters
a tanker on its way to illegally refuel the whalers’ ships. When Captain Paul Watson of the Sea Shepherd
Society arrives to stop the whalers, Al must try to save the mother and calf while also helping Watson. Here
Al learns that the war to save the planet is being waged by dedicated individuals, and that every action,
large or small, matters greatly.
Philip Roy lives and writes in Ontario and Nova Scotia. Along with writing, travelling, running,
composing music, and crafting folk art out of recycled materials, Philip spends his time with his
growing family.
Key words: Ecocritical, Youth Culture

ISBN-13: 9781553803478
paperback / 232 pp
5.25 x 7.62 / $11.95
March 2015

Escape Plans
Teri Vlassopoulos l Invisible Publishing
Niko Kiriakos, tentative heir to the ailing Calypso Shipping fleet, always suspected he was cursed.
Following his sudden disappearance, his wife, Anna, and daughter, Zoe, are left adrift. Unmoored, they
begin to test the boundaries of their lives, struggling with issues of loyalty, identity, and what it means to
be a family. Spanning years and tracing a route from Niagara Falls to Greece, Escape Plans is an unblinking
look at the ties that bind us together and the things that pull us apart.
Teri Vlassopoulos is the author of the award-nominated story collection Bats or Swallows. Her fiction has
appeared in Room Magazine, Joyland, Little Fiction, and various other North American journals. She lives
in Toronto. Escape Plans is her first novel.
Key words: Literary Studies (general), Multiculturalism
ISBN-13: 9781926743561
paperback / 256 pp
5 x 8 / $19.95
October 2015

Exit		
Nelly Arcan, translated by David Scott Hamilton l Anvil Press
Somewhere in Montreal, in the not too distant future, an obscure company offer custom-designed suicides
for its clients. With one condition: their desire to die must be pure and absolute. Exit is at once a profound
examination of what it is that drives someone to want to end their life, as well as how that urge can be
turned on its head against all odds. Written with her signature brio and acerbic wit, Nelly Arcan’s last novel
is a hymn to life.
Nelly Arcan was born in Quebec. Her first novel, Whore, caused a sensation and enjoyed immediate
critical and media success. Three more novels followed, establishing her as a literary star in Quebec and
France. Exit, her fourth novel, was completed days before she committed suicide at the age of thirty-six.
Key words: Literature in Translation, Religious Studies, Women’s Studies, Regional Identity–Montreal
ISBN-13: 9781897535660
paperback / 192 pp
5.25 x 8.25 / $20.00
June 2011
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Fiction
Fifteen Dogs
André Alexis l Coach House Books
Winner of the 2015 Giller Prize amd Rogers Writers’ Trust Fiction Prize.
A bet between the gods Hermes and Apollo leads them to grant human consciousness and language to a
group of dogs overnighting at a Toronto veterinary clinic. Suddenly capable of more complex thought, the
pack is torn between those who resist the new ways of thinking, preferring the old ‘dog’ ways, and those
who embrace the change. The gods watch from above as the dogs venture into their newly unfamiliar
world, as they become divided among themselves, as each struggles with new thoughts and feelings. Wily
Benjy moves from home to home, Prince becomes a poet, and Majnoun forges a relationship with a kind
couple that stops even the Fates in their tracks.
ISBN-13: 9781552453056
paperback / 160 pp
5.5 x 8.5 / $17.95
April 2015

André Alexis was born in Trinidad and grew up in Canada. His debut novel, Childhood, won the Books
in Canada First Novel Award, the Trillium Book Award, and was shortlisted for the Giller Prize and the
Writers’ Trust Fiction Prize.
Key words: Philosophy, Literary Studies (general)

Flying Time
Suzanne North l Brindle & Glass
Winner of the 2015 Saskatchewan Book Awards University of Regina Book of the Year Award.
In 1939, Kay Jeynes goes to work for the only Japanese businessman in Calgary, Mr. Miyashita. Despite
differences in their age, race, and class, a friendship develops between the pair even as war looms closer.
When travel becomes impossible for Mr. Miyashita, he sends Kay to Hong Kong to retrieve a family
heirloom, but a few lies of omission on her part lead authorities to suspect him as a spy.
A former Calgarian, Suzanne North is the author of the Phoebe Fairfax mysteries and has written for
magazines, CBC Television, and documentary films. She has also worked as a bibliographic searcher at a
university library, a high school teacher, a television announcer, and an unbalanced bookkeeper.
ISBN-13: 9781927366233
paperback / 288 pp
5.75 x 8.5 / $19.95
April 2014

Key words: Regional Identity–Calgary, History, Cultural Studies, Racism

Food for the Gods
Karen Dudley l Turnstone Press
Shortlisted for the 2013 Aurora Award for Best Canadian Science Fiction/Fantasy Novel in English.
Once a prince of Lydia, Pelops was chopped into stewing meat and served to the gods. Remade and blessed
by with a gift for the culinary arts, Pelops flees to the bright lamps of Athens to make a new life for himself
as a celebrity chef. But then a ruthless patron takes an unhealthy interest in his career, a famous courtesan
is murdered at a dinner he prepares, and a couple of the less responsible gods offer their help. Pelops soon
realizes that when the gods decide they owe you a favor, you’d better start saying your prayers.

ISBN-13: 9780888014016
paperback / 416 pp
7.5 x 5 / $16.00
October 2012
18

Karen Dudley has worked in field biology, production art, photo research, palaeo-environmental studies
and archaeology. She has written four environmental mysteries and several wildlife biology books for kids.
Her Epikurean Epics are historical fantasy novels set in ancient Athens. Born in France, she now lives in
Winnipeg, Manitoba.
Key words: Literary Studies (general), Food / Food Writing, Ancient Greece, Mythology, Fantasy
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Fiction
From the Archives of Vidéo Populaire
Anne Golden l Pedlar Press

NEW

“With the timing of a poet, Anne Golden has interwoven the voices of the Vidéo Populaire collective and
their milieu, and through their struggle to survive, has mapped a significant Montreal era that saw the
beginnings of video as a diagnostic instrument that has evolved through Canada’s remarkable network of
artist-run centres.” —Vera Frenkel
Anne Golden is an independent curator and writer whose video and film programs have been presented
at Musée National du Québec, Edges Festival, and Queer City Cinema, among others. She has written for
FUSE and Canadian Theatre Review.
Key words: Film Studies, Women’s Studies, Literary Studies (general), Media Studies,
Regional Identity–Montreal
ISBN-13: 9781897141755
paperback / 168 pp
5.5 x 8.25 / $22.00
March 2016

The Ghosts of Smyrna
Loren Edizel l Mawenzi House
As World War I draws to a close, Aya Katerina, a neighbourhood in Ottoman Smyrna, quietly awaits its
fate and goes about its centuries-old ways. We meet Niko “the Orphan”—his Armenian father was taken
away by the soldiers—and a host of other characters. As the War ends, ancient animosities erupt, and the
city is caught up in a violent Greek-Turkish conflict. Aya Katerina goes up in smoke. This is a story about
impossible love and a novel about growing up. Quiet and understated, colourful and intensely moving, this
is a memorial to a charmed city now lost.
Loren Edizel was born in Izmir, Turkey. Her works include the novel Adrift (TSAR, 2011) and the story
“The Conch,” which appeared in Turkish translation in the anthology Izmir in Women’s Stories (Kadın
Öykülerinde Izmir). The Ghosts of Smyrna was published as Izmir Hayaletleri in Turkey in 2008 by
Senocak Yayinlari (translated by Roza Hakmen). Loren lives in Toronto, Ontario.
Key words: Diasporic, National Identity–Turkey

The Goddess of Fireflies
Geneviève Pettersen, translated by Neil Smith l Véhicule Press

ISBN-13: 9781927494226
paperback / 216 pp
5.75 x 8.75 / $20.95
November 2013

NEW

The year is 1996, and small-town life for fourteen-year-old Catherine is made up of punk rock, skaters,
shoplifting, drugs, and the ghost of Kurt Cobain. Her parents are too busy divorcing to pay her headful
of unspent angst much attention. But after she tries a PCP variant called mesc for the first time, her
budding rebellion begins to spiral out of control. Acclaimed as the modern-day coming-of-age story for a
generation of Québécois youth growing up in the 1990s, Geneviève Pettersen’s award-winning debut novel
both shocked and titillated readers in its original French, who quickly ordained it a contemporary classic
and a runaway bestseller.
Born in 1982, Geneviève Pettersen studied sociology of religions and literature at the University of
Quebec in Montreal before working in advertising. She is now a columnist for several magazines and works
as a screenwriter for a TV series. The Goddess of Fireflies is her first book.
Key words: Literary Studies (general), Gender Constructs, Youth Culture, Literature in Translation
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ISBN-13: 9781550654370
paperback / 200 pp
5.5 x 8.5 / $19.95
March 2016
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Fiction
Hysteric
Nelly Arcan, translated by David Homel & Jacob Homel l Anvil Press
In this daring act of self-examination and confession, the late novelist Nelly Arcan explores the tortured
end of a love affair. All the wrong signals were there from the start, but still, she could not help falling.
This tale, an astounding feat of literary realism, shares the story of a woman who loses her identity in a
man in hopes of finding love. Told in the same voice that made her first novel Whore an international
success, Nelly Arcan manages to answer the challenges she set down for herself in her previous books.
Nelly Arcan was born in Quebec. Her first novel, Whore, caused a sensation and enjoyed immediate
critical and media success. Three more novels followed establishing her as a literary star in Quebec and
France. Exit, her fourth novel, was completed days before she committed suicide at the age of thirty-six.
Key words: Literature in Translation, Women’s Studies
ISBN-13: 9781927380963
paperback / 168 pp
5.25 x 8.25 / $20.00
May 2014

Mirror on the Floor
George Bowering l Anvil Press
Mirror on the Floor was first published by McClelland & Stewart, the first novel from George Bowering.
Set in Vancouver, the novel focuses on one summer in the life of graduate students Bob Small and George
Delsing as they study, smoke cigarettes, endure tedious summer jobs, joust one another with philosophical
banter and literary repartee, and strike out on near nightly adventures around the pubs and late-night
diners of East Hastings and Main Street. Mirror on the Floor vividly evokes the Vancouver of the 1960s,
where neon signs still shimmered on the rain-soaked streets of the Downtown Eastside and Granville Street
bustled with moviegoers.

ISBN-13: 9781927380956
paperback / 160 pp
5 x 7.5 / $18.00
July 2014

George Bowering is a distinguished novelist, poet, editor, professor, historian, and tireless supporter of
fellow writers. He has authored more than one hundred books and chapbooks. He is a two-time recipient
of the Governor General’s Award, Canada’s top literary prize, and served as Canada’s first Parliamentary
Poet Laureate.
Key words: Regional Identity–Vancouver, Youth Culture, Canadian History (1960s)

The Plotline Bomber of Innisfree
Josh Massey l BookThug
Set in the near future in the mountainous cusp between British Columbia and Alberta, The Plotline Bomber
of Innisfree is the story of Jeffery Inkster, an ex-hipster-turned elk farmer, and a community of artists and
eccentrics who all become suspects in a series of pipeline bombings. Amid the activism and counterterrorism, there are other mysterious forces at play. Terrifying, hilarious, and suspenseful, this novel
offers a satirical perspective of industrial society that will at once unsettle readers and present them
with a cathartic release from the exasperation they might feel living in a civilization teetering towards
environmental collapse.
Josh Massey is the author of We Will All Be Trees (2009) and The Plotline Bomber of Innisfree (2015).
Massey holds a BA in cultural studies from McGill University and a MA in English from the UNBC.
Originally from Ottawa, Massey currently lives in Terrace, British Columbia.
ISBN-13: 9781771661263
paperback / 184 pp
5 x 8 / $20.00
October 2015
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Key words: Ecocritical, Globalization, Literary Studies (general), National Identity–Canada, Satire,
Regional Identity–West Coast
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Fiction
Rumi and the Red Handbag
Shawna Lemay l Palimpsest Press
Rumi and the Red Handbag follows the lives of Shaya and Ingrid-Simone, working together one winter
at a second-hand clothing shop. Theodora’s Consignment Shop becomes a small world where Shaya, an
academic who abandoned studying the secrets of women writers, finds in Ingrid-Simone a reason to begin
writing again, on scraps of paper and post-its. Fresh, unique, and intelligent, Rumi and the Red Handbag is
a journey to the Museum of Purses and Handbags in Amsterdam, a journey to find Rumi, the soul, and the
secrets hidden in a red handbag.
Shawna Lemay is a writer, blogger, editor, photographer, and library assistant. She is the creator and
co-editor of the website Canadian Poetries. She has written six books of poetry, a book of essays, and a
work of experimental fiction. She resides in Edmonton, Alberta with her partner, Robert Lemay, a visual
artist, and their daughter.
Key words: Feminist, Women’s Literary Traditions

Saints, Unexpected
Brent van Staalduinen l Invisible Publishing

ISBN-13: 9781926794266
paperback / 144 pp
5.5 x 8.5 / $19.95
October 2015

NEW

When fifteen-year-old Mutton is robbed at gunpoint while working in her mother’s Hamilton thrift store,
the thief makes off with an item that she knows isn’t meant for him, hurling Mutton and her family into
a summer of remarkable and heartbreaking events. From fighting unscrupulous developers to first loves
to the anguish that comes from never knowing what your final words to a loved one might be, Saints,
Unexpected reminds us of the magic that comes with each opportunity to begin again.
Brent van Staalduinen lives, works, and writes in Hamilton, Ontario. A graduate of the Humber School
of Writers, he also holds an MFA in creative writing from the University of British Columbia and teaches
writing at Redeemer University
Key words: Literary Studies (general), Multiculturalism, Youth Culture, Regional Identity–Hamilton
ISBN-13: 9781926743721
paperback / 256 pp
5 x 8 / $19.95
April 2016

Tomas and the Gypsy Violin
Robert Eisenberg l Quattro Books
Tomas and the Gypsy Violin is a simple but powerful tale about the transformative and healing power
of music. It concerns an orphaned Roma child, Tomas, who is adopted by a Toronto couple. The
traumatized boy is unresponsive to his new environment and withdraws into his own private world,
but he comes out of his shell when he is reacquainted with the old and tattered violin he brought along
with him from Hungary, the only relic of his past life. A book about the love of music and the love of
parent and child, it is also one of the few books that deals with the Roma community in Toronto.
Robert Eisenberg was born, raised, and lives in Toronto. Together with partners, he works to breathe new
life into old buildings, collaborates with others to protect our environmental heritage, and helped to bring
Sistema, an organization that teaches music to children, to Toronto. This is his first novella.
Key words: Literary Studies (general), Multiculturalism, Regional Identity–Toronto, Youth Culture,
Immigrant Experiences, Roma Culture
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ISBN-13: 9781927443835
paperback / 90 pp
5.25 x 8.5 / $18.00
September 2015
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Fiction
Too Much on the Inside
Danila Botha l Quattro Books
Set in the sub-cultural heartland of Toronto’s Queen Street West, Too Much on the Inside explores the
depths of human connection as the lives of four people in their twenties converge with the impossible
task of escaping their pasts in Brazil, Israel, South Africa, and Nova Scotia. They wrestle with love,
heartbreak, and angst while trying to build new identities. Too Much on the Inside is an authentic amalgam
of relationships and perseverance in the tradition of Jennifer Egan’s A Visit from the Goon Squad, Camilla
Gibb’s The Petty Details of So and So’s Life, and J.M. Coetzee’s Disgrace, illuminated with the author’s own
unique insights.

ISBN-13: 9781927443750
paperback / 230 pp
5.5 x 8.5 / $18.00
April 2015

Born in Johannesburg, South Africa, Danila Botha studied creative writing at York University and at
Humber College’s School for Writers. Her first book, a collection of short stories called Got No Secrets
(Tightrope Books, 2010) was praised by the Globe & Mail: “The force of the writing is formidable … the
staying power lies in Botha’s carefully inflected first person narration.” It was also published in South Africa
(Modjaji Books, 2011). Danila has guest-edited the National Post’s Afterword blog, and her short stories
have appeared in Broken Pencil’s fiction issue, Douglas Glover’s Numero Cinq Magazine, and the Adroit
Journal.
Key words: Literary Studies (general), Multiculturalism, Regional Identity–Toronto,
Immigrant Experiences, Youth Culture
Wild Rose
Sharon Butala l Coteau Books
Wild Rose, an epic story of The West now long gone, charts Sophie’s journey from underloved child in
religion-bound rural Quebec to headstrong young woman to exhausted homesteader to deserted bride and
mother to independent businesswoman finding her way in a hostile, if beautiful, landscape. In language
that is haunting, elegiac, and rich with detail, Butala casts an unblinking eye on a merciless West that has
become obscured behind headlines about wheat and oil prices. Sophie’s West—filled with sodbusters and
cowboys, fallen women, and proper ladies—comes vividly alive in the pages of Wild Rose, Butala’s most
unforgettable novel.
Sharon Butala is the award-winning author of numerous works of fiction, non-fiction, short stories,
poetry, and plays. Wild Rose is her first book since her Globe & Mail bestseller The Girl in Saskatoon was
published in 2008. She is an Officer of the Order of Canada and resides in Calgary.

ISBN-13: 9781550506365
paperback / 416 pp
6 x 9 / $21.95
August 2015

Key words: Literary Studies (general), Women’s Literary Traditions, Prairie History & Settlement,
Regional Identity–Saskatchewan, Canadian History (1880s)

Fiction - Short Stories
10 Women
George Bowering l Anvil Press
10 Women is a new collection of short fiction from one of Canada’s preeminent writers. Each of these
stories offers us a portrait of a woman with whom the author may or may not have had either an intimate
or meaningful relationship. Depending on your proclivities, some of them might even seem pretty hot—
like the lurid fantasies that illustrate the covers of pulp fiction novels, the ethereal intellectual beauties that
emanate from poetic fields of asphodels, or the petit bourgeois housewives that litter Alice Munro stories,
these ten characters remind us that for every fetish there’s a partner.
George Bowering is a distinguished novelist, poet, editor, professor, historian, and tireless supporter of
fellow writers. He has authored more than one hundred books and chapbooks. He is a two-time recipient
of the Governor General’s Award, Canada’s top literary prize, and served as Canada’s first Parliamentary
Poet Laureate.
ISBN-13: 9781772140316
paperback / 192 pp
5.75 x 8.75 / $20.00
September 2015
22

Key words: Gender & Sexuality, Postmodernism
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Fiction - Short Stories
Boy Lost in Wild
Brenda Hasiuk l Turnstone Press
We may be lost but we are never alone. That is the message to be found in Brenda Hasiuk’s new
collection of short stories, Boy Lost in Wild. Adrift in unfamiliar surroundings, strangers to the strangers
around them, the characters in each story feel lost even though they are inextricably tied to one another.
A foreign student, mugged on the streets of Winnipeg, befriends his landlord. A young man bursting with
rage shares a quiet moment with a sibling. The tears of a child who cannot find his way home are soothed
by the voice of an elderly woman.
Brenda Hasiuk’s short stories have appeared in some of Canada’s top literary journals, including the
Malahat Review, Prairie Fire, New Quarterly, and PRISM International. Her previous two novels have
received much critical acclaim. Boy Lost in Wild is Brenda’s first collection of short stories. Brenda lives
in Winnipeg, Manitoba, the coldest major city on earth, with her husband and two children.
Key words: Urban and Inner-city Studies, Urbanization, Regional Identity–Manitoba

ISBN-13: 9780888014979
paperback / 160 pp
5.5 x 8.5 / $19.00
September 2014

The Breakwater Book of Contemporary Newfoundland Short Fiction
edited by Larry Mathews l Breakwater Books
Following an unprecedented explosion of literary talent in Newfoundland over the past twenty years, The
Breakwater Book of Contemporary Newfoundland Short Fiction assembles the very best work by the island’s
most accomplished fiction writers. Featuring selections by Michael Crummey, Jessica Grant, Lisa Moore,
and Michael Winter, among others, this stellar anthology, expertly edited by Larry Mathews, stands as the
quintessential introduction to Newfoundland fiction.
Larry Mathews teaches in the English department at Memorial University of Newfoundland. His
short fiction has appeared in a number of journals and anthologies, and in his collection of stories The
Sandblasting Hall of Fame (2003). The Artificial Newfoundlander is his first novel. He lives in St. John’s
with the writer Claire Wilkshire and their children.
Key words: Literary Studies (general), Regional Identity–Newfoundland, National Identity–Canada,
Women’s Literary Traditions, Visual Art & Traditions

ISBN-13: 9781550815924
paperback / 182 pp
6 x 9 / $19.95
June 2015

Candies: A Humour Composite
Basil Johnston l Kegedonce Press
Candies is a collection of thirty-four humourous essays and stories, many of which are tales drawn from
Johnston’s life experiences. The pieces touch on a variety of topics—from Santa’s visit to Cape Croker and
tales of teaching students to the saga of a one-legged frog. Readers will recall Indian School Days, a classic
title by Johnston that included comedic stories about life in a residential school. Candies is Johnston’s first
published collection of humourous works in decades.
Basil H. Johnston is cherished as an esteemed Anishinaabe writer, storyteller, language teacher, and
scholar. He was born in Wasauksing First Nation in 1929, and was a member of the Chippewas of Nawash
Unceded First Nation. Basil wrote over fifteen books in English and five in Ojibway.
Key words: Animals & Literature, Colonization & Decolonization, Postcolonial, Indigenous Identities–
North American
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ISBN-13: 9781928120032
paperback / 194 pp
9 x 6 / $18.00
December 2015
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Fiction – Short Stories
Lingering Tide and Other Stories
Latha Viswanathan l Mawenzi House
Set in suburban Toronto, New Jersey, Texas, and India, these poignant stories depict the lives of
immigrants, through the themes of family adjustment, loss, and starting afresh in a new place. Drawing
out the conflicts that occur within three generations of Indians caught between the old and the new, the
stories reveal to us both the anguish of loss and the thrill of discovery. Viswanathan’s quiet prose imparts
powerful emotions that ring true, and her rendering of cultural clash is skillful and nuanced. The
depiction of her characters’ interior lives is so full and vital that they breathe and walk off the page.
Latha Viswanathan has worked as a journalist, copywriter, editor, and teacher in India, London,
Manila, Montreal, Toronto, and the United States. Her work received a grant from the Texas Commission
of the Arts in Fiction and was published in Best New Stories from the South. She currently lives and writes
in Houston, Texas.
ISBN-13: 9781894770750
paperback / 168 pp
5.75 x 8.75 / $20.95
October 2011

Key words: Diasporic, South Asian Identities, Immigrant Experiences

The Pull of the Moon		
Julie Paul l Brindle & Glass
Winner of the 2015 City of Victoria Butler Book Prize and a Globe & Mail Top 100 pick for 2014.
Twelve short stories that examine what happens in the lives of characters who discover shocking truths
about the people they thought they knew best.
Whether set in a cottage or a Montreal market, a graveyard or a backyard, these stories transport you into
the lives of people you’ll recognize. With her keen poets eye, Paul examines human nature and animal
instinct, as her characters try to negotiate their impulses and desires. Ultimately, they want what most of us
want: connection, belonging, love, and forgiveness.

ISBN-13: 9781927366325
paperback / 192 pp
5.5 x 8.5 / $19.95
September 2014

Julie Paul is the author of The Jealousy Bone and The Pull of the Moon. Her stories, poems, and essays have
been published in numerous journals, including the New Quarterly, Malahat Review, and Canadian Living,
and in the anthologies Coming Attractions 07 and Women Behaving Badly.
Key words: Literary Studies (general)

Racket: New Writing Made in Newfoundland
edited by Lisa Moore l Breakwater Books
Finalist for the 2016 Best Atlantic-Published Book Award.
In Racket, editor and acclaimed fiction writer Lisa Moore introduces us to ten of the most exciting new
writers currently at work in Newfoundland. Featuring a diverse range of previously unpublished short
stories, this unique anthology showcases a generation of voices soon to emerge as the next great wave of
Newfoundland writers.

ISBN-13: 9781550816099
paperback / 240 pp
6 x 9 / $19.95
October 2015
24

Lisa Moore has written two collections of stories, Degrees of Nakedness and Open, as well as a novel,
Alligator. Open and Alligator were both nominated for the Giller Prize. Alligator won the Commonwealth
Prize for the Canadian Caribbean Region and the ReLit Award, and Open won the Canadian Authors’
Association Jubilee Prize for Short Fiction. Lisa has a BA from the Nova Scotia College of Art and Design.
She also studied at Memorial University of Newfoundland, where she became a member of The Burning
Rock Collective, a group of St. John’s writers.
Key words: Literary Studies (general), Regional Identity–Newfoundland, National Identity–Canada,
Women’s Literary Traditions, Visual Art & Traditions
Literary Press Group / Congress 2016

Fiction – Short Stories
Savage Love
Douglas Glover l Goose Lane Editions
From award-winning author Douglas Glover comes a collection of absurd, comic, and deeply affecting
short stories. Dream-like, sometimes fable-like, the tales in Savage Love are inventive and unexpected
—and yet just when things start to seem too incredible to be supported, Glover redirects, guiding the
reader to a truth or moment that allows them to see human nature in a context we all recognize. Glover’s
command of narrative structure is masterful and in fine force, illustrating why he is one of Canada’s most
celebrated writers.
Douglas Glover was recipient of the 2006 Writers’ Trust of Canada Timothy Findley Award for his body
of work. His bestselling novel, Elle, won the Governor General’s Award. He is the author of various works
of literary criticism and publishes the online literary magazine Numéro Cinq.
Key words: Literary Studies (general), Gender Constructs, Masculinity

ISBN-13: 9780864928511
paperback / 264 pp
5 x 8 / $19.95
October 2014

There Can Never Be Enough
David Arnason l Turnstone Press
David Arnason is one of the most loved and prolific short story authors on the prairies. Over a lifetime of
writing he has crafted many unforgettable tales, and now for the first time the very best of Arnason’s short
fiction has been compiled into a single volume, There Can Never Be Enough: New and Selected Stories.
David Arnason is an acclaimed novelist, writer of short fiction, and editor. A finalist for the Leacock
Medal for Humour (King Jerry) and a winner of the Carol Shields Winnipeg Book Award (The Imagined
City), David has taught at the University of Manitoba since 1972. He has served as both the acting head
of the department of Icelandic studies and head of the department of English. Currently, he lives and
writes in Gimli, Manitoba.
Key words: Literary Studies (general), Regional Identity–Prairies, Icelandic Studies, Myth Theory
ISBN-13: 9780888014504
paperback / 312 pp
5.5 x 8.5 / $21.00
June 2014

Travel Is So Broadening
Wasela Hiyate l Quattro Books
All nine short stories in this collection demonstrate how travel can be a catalyst for self-discovery. Each one
of protagonists experiences a life-changing epiphany while visiting a place away from home. Some become
aware of the social injustices that are hidden in their own country but are revealed in foreign places, some
become aware of certain freedoms and possibilities that are not permitted on their own native ground.
Some people travel to a place they once called or still call “home” only to discover that “home” is no
longer there. In any case, these well-crafted narrative gems subtly and elegantly proclaim that travel can
be broadening, that all journeys are spiritual journeys.
Wasela Hiyate was raised in Toronto after emigrating from Guyana at the age of one. She studied in
Montreal and earned a MFA from the University of British Columbia. Her writing has appeared in the
Malahat Review, Descant, Fiddlehead, The Art of Trespassing, The New South, Coming Attractions 2010, and
other literary publications. The title story of Travel Is So Broadening was nominated for the Journey Prize.
In a past life, Wasela traveled and worked throughout Asia and Europe and taught ESL in Turkey and
Mexico. She currently lives in Toronto.
Key words: Literary Studies (general), Multiculturalism, Postcolonial
Literary Press Group / Congress 2016

ISBN-13: 9781927443828
paperback / 132 pp
5.25 x 8.5 / $18.00
September 2015
25

Drama - Anthologies
The Breakwater Book of Contemporary Newfoundland Plays Volume 1
edited by Denyse Lynde l Breakwater Books
The first volume in Breakwater’s drama anthology collection, this edition includes a selection of popular
plays from around the province: Robert Chafe’s “Isle of Demons,” recounting an affair and brutal
punishment in 1542 New France; award-winning playwright Anne Chislett’s play “No Sweat,” about the
use of sweat shops; Amy House’s play “Scratch and Pull,” as well as Berni Stapleton’s “The Double Axe
Murders.”
Denyse Lynde is a professor in the English department at Memorial University of Newfoundland,
specializing in Canadian and Newfoundland drama. Her work has been published with Playwrights
Canada, in Canadian Theatre Review, and in numerous other academic journals and newspapers.

ISBN-13: 9781550813920
paperback / 288 pp
6 x 9 / $19.95
November 2012

Key words: Literary Studies (general), Regional Identity–Newfoundland, National Identity–Canada,
Women’s Literary Traditions, Visual Art & Traditions

The Breakwater Book of Contemporary Newfoundland Plays Volume 2
edited by Denyse Lynde l Breakwater Books
The Breakwater Book of Contemporary Newfoundland Plays Volume 2 presents an exciting range of work
by both established and emerging playwrights. In her eclectic choices, editor Denyse Lynde offers an
extraordinarily varied collection of dramatic works handpicked from the recent successful and active
period of production in the province.
Contributors include Ben Pittman, Lois Brown, Kevin Major, and Ruth Lawrence.
Denyse Lynde is a professor in the English department at Memorial University of Newfoundland,
specializing in Canadian and Newfoundland drama. Her work has been published with Playwrights
Canada, in Canadian Theatre Review, and in numerous other academic journals and newspapers.
ISBN-13: 9781550814668
paperback / 288 pp
6 x 9 / $19.95
May 2014

NEW

Key words: Literary Studies (general), Regional Identity–Newfoundland, National Identity–Canada,
Women’s Literary Traditions, Visual Art & Traditions

The Breakwater Book of Contemporary Newfoundland Plays Volume 3
edited by Denyse Lynde l Breakwater Books
The Breakwater Book of Contemporary Newfoundland Plays Volume 3 gathers an impressive range of work by
some of the province’s most renowned authors. The third and final volume in the series includes plays by
Robert Chafe, Aiden Flynn, Andy Jones, Lisa Moore, Berni Stapleton, and Ed Riche.
Denyse Lynde is a professor in the English department at Memorial University of Newfoundland,
specializing in Canadian and Newfoundland drama. Her work has been published with Playwrights
Canada, in Canadian Theatre Review, and in numerous other academic journals and newspapers.
Key words: Literary Studies (general), Regional Identity–Newfoundland, National Identity–Canada,
Women’s Literary Traditions, Visual Art & Traditions

ISBN-13: 9781550816365
paperback / 288 pp
6 x 9 / $19.95
May 2016
26
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Drama - Anthologies
Her Voice, Her Century: Four Plays About Daring Women
David Cheoros, Karen Simonson & Debbie Marshall l Brindle & Glass
Includes photos from the Provincial Archives of Alberta and stills from the productions.
Written for contemporary audiences and drawing heavily on newspaper articles, private letters, and court
transcripts, this collection of four original plays captures an authenticity of voice, using techniques of
historical drama to connect the dots. With theatrical twists and turns, Her Voice, Her Century takes us from
an English doctor stationed in the middle of Alberta’s unsettled north country, to the lives and work of
two influential early Canadian photographers, to a Canadian journalist covering WWI, to the scandalous
relationship between an Alberta politician and a young secretary.
David Cheoros is the producer of LitFest: Edmonton’s Non-Fiction Festival. He has been producing
festivals and events for more than twenty years. Karen Simonson is a reference archivist at the Provincial
Archives of Alberta in Edmonton, and has a BA in history from the University of Alberta and an MA in
archival studies from the University of Manitoba. Debbie Marshall is a writer, editor, and playwright.
She is the author of Give Your Other Vote to the Sister: A Woman’s Journey into the Great War.
Key words: Women’s Literary Traditions, Canadian History,
National Identity–Canada, Regional Identity–Alberta

ISBN-13: 9781926972992
paperback / 224 pp
5.5 x 8.5 / $19.95
September 2012

Memoir & Biography

The Bells of Memory: A Palestinian Boyhood in Jerusalem
Issa J. Boullata l Linda Leith Publishing
Shortlisted for the 2014 QWF Mavis Gallant Prize for Non-Fiction.
Delightful in its reflections on an idyllic youth and detailed in its recollections of family members,
classmates, and teachers; remembered scents and foods; the pleasures of reading—this is a love letter
to a Jerusalem that was changed immeasurably by Al-Nakba, the Palestinian Catastrophe of 1948 that
dispossessed the Palestinians of their homeland.
Born in Jerusalem, Issa J. Boullata is a Palestinian writer, scholar, and translator who until recently taught
graduate courses in Arabic literature, modern Arab thought, and Qur’anic studies at McGill University’s
Institute of Islamic Studies.
Key words: Middle East History, Arab Traditions, National Identity–Palestine

ISBN-13: 9781927535394
paperback / 96 pp
5 x 8 / $12.95
April 2014

The Complete Muhammad Ali
Ishmael Reed l Baraka Books
More than a biography and ‘bigger than boxing,’ The Complete Muhammad Ali is a fascinating portrait
of the twentieth century and the beginning of the twenty-first. Ishmael Reed calls it The Complete
Muhammad Ali because most of the hundred odd books about the Champion are “either too adoring
or make excessively negative assertions.” They also omit many voices that deserve to be heard. Ishmael
Reed charts Muhammad Ali’s evolution from Black Nationalism to universalism, but gives due credit to
the Nation’s of Islam’s and Black Nationalism’s important influence on Ali’s intellectual development.
Reed also places the Muhammad Ali phenomenon in the history of boxing and boxers from before the
times of Jack Johnson, through Joe Louis and Archie Moore to Floyd Mayweather.
Ishmael Reed is a prize-winning essayist, novelist, poet, and playwright. He taught at the University of
California-Berkeley for thirty-five years, as well as at Harvard, Yale, and Dartmouth. Author of more than
twenty-five books, he is a member of Harvard’s Signet Society and Yale’s Calhoun Society. He lives in
Oakland, California.
Key words: Multiculturalism, Racism, American History, Sports, National Identity–USA
Literary Press Group / Congress 2016

ISBN-13: 9781771860406
paperback / 440 pp
6 x 9 / $29.95
July 2015
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Memoir & Biography
Rebel Priest in the Time of Tyrants: Mission to Haiti, Ecuador and Chile
Claude Lacaille l Baraka Books
An extraordinary testimony by Claude Lacaille, a Quebec missionary fighting for social justice in Haiti,
Ecuador, and Chile. This is Lacaille’s first-hand account of the extraordinary oppression and poverty he
witnessed in Haiti, Ecuador, and Chile between 1965 and 1986 where thousands shed blood simply for
resisting oppressive regimes, politics, and economic doctrines. The men and women featured in Lacaille’s
story are an inspiration for those who still believe in a better world. This is an impressive story of courage
and solidarity, inspired by a left-wing Christianity truly faithful to the Gospel. Claude Lacaille’s memoir
helps understand what “the preferential option for the poor” really means.

ISBN-13: 9781771860390
paperback / 228 pp
6 x 9 / $24.95
June 2015

Claude Lacaille is a priest of the Foreign Mission Society (Société des missions étrangères) who lived
in Haiti in the 1960s, Ecuador in the early 70s, and Chile from 1975 to 1986. Prevented from returning
to Chile by both Chilean and Ecclesiastical authorities, Claude Lacaille continued to fight for justice and
freedom. He lives in Trois-Rivieres, Quebec.
Key words: Religious Studies, Political Studies, Liberation Theology, Social Justice

You Only Live Twice: Sex, Death and Transition
Chase Joynt & Mike Hoolboom l Coach House Books
What if it’s not true that you only live once? In this genre-transcending book, trans writer and media artist
Chase Joynt and HIV-positive movie artist Mike Hoolboom come together over the films of Chris Marker
to exchange transition tales, confessional missives that map out the particularities of occupying what they
call ‘second lives’: Chase’s transition from female to male and Mike’s near-death from AIDS.
Chase Joynt is a Toronto-based moving-image artist and writer. He is a PhD candidate in film at York
University.
Mike Hoolboom is the author of four books and winner of over thirty international prizes and has
enjoyed nine international retrospectives of his work.
ISBN-13: 9781552453315
paperback / 152 pp
5.5 x 7.5 / $14.95
April 2016

Key words: Feminist, Film Studies, Gender Constructs, Media Studies, Narrative & Biography,
Queer Studies

Language & Writing
Exhilarating Prose: Cognitions, Contemplations, Insights, Introspections, Lucubrations,
Meditations, Musings, Prognostications, Reflections, Reveries & Ruminations on the
Process of Writing l Barry Healey & Cordelia Strube l Baraka Books
This smartly illustrated literary miscellanea will pique the interest of English prose enthusiasts everywhere.
Authors Healey and Strube scrutinize prose in its various forms to reflect on what constitutes distinctive
writing, and why. Included are samples of timeless fiction, astute quotes from celebrated authors, and
ruminations on the difficulties of conveying, in prose, the mysteries of the human mind. Those interested
in “words in their best order” (Coleridge) will find themselves (dare we say) exhilarated.
Barry Healey is a former television writer. He has written, directed, and produced award-winning short
films as well as feature films. He is the author of The Sex Life of the Amoeba.
ISBN-13: 9781771860383
paperback / 184 pp
5.5 x 8.5 / $19.95
April 2015

Cordelia Strube is a playwright and the author of nine critically-acclaimed novels, including Alex and
Zee, Teaching Pigs to Sing, and Lemon. Winner of the CBC literary competition, she has been nominated
for the Governor General’s Award, the Trillium Book Award, and longlisted for the Giller Prize. She has
been leading writing workshops at Ryerson University since 2000.
Key words: Literary Studies (general)
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Literary Theory & Criticism
Edge: Essays, Reviews, Interviews
Mary Dalton l Palimpsest Press
Edge collects thirty years of essays, reviews, and interviews by celebrated Newfoundland poet Mary Dalton.
Dalton explores the work of writers and artists who occupy an imaginative threshold or edge: from the
dark visions of Samuel Beckett to the dialogue novels of I. Compton-Burnett, from the apocalyptic
Boatman paintings of fellow artist Gerald Squires to the vernacular poetry of John Steffler. Showcasing
a use of language as vivid, precise, and supple as that in Dalton’s award-winning poetry, Edge reflects the
range of a major Canadian poet’s interests and influences.
Mary Dalton has published five volumes of poetry, including Merrybegot (2003), Red Ledger (2006),
and Hooking (2014). Her work has been widely anthologized in Canada and abroad. Dalton has won
numerous awards, including the E.J. Pratt Award, and has been shortlisted for the Winterset, Pat Lowther,
Atlantic Poetry Award, the inaugural J. M. Abraham Award, and the inaugural Fred Cogswell Award for
Excellence in Poetry. She lives in St. John’s, Newfoundland.
Key words: Literary Studies (general), Regional Identity–Newfoundland

From There: Some Thoughts on Poetry & Place
Stephen Burt l Ronsdale Press

ISBN-13: 9781926794273
paperback / 350 pp
6 x 9 / $19.95
October 2015

NEW

Award-winning poet and Harvard literary critic Stephen Burt discusses the relation of poetry to time,
space, and place. He examines the popular view of contemporary critics who claim that modern lyric
poetry is supposed to have a speaking self who resides outside of space and time. But taking his examples
from Chaucer onwards through Shakespeare and Wordsworth, along with prominent Canadian poets
such as Elise Partridge and Newfoundland’s Mary Dalton, Burt shows that the lyric poem often relies
importantly on an attachment to place and time. Reading Burt, one comes to see lyric poetry from a
wholly new perspective.
Stephen Burt is professor of English at Harvard and the author of several books of poetry and literary
criticism, including Close Calls with Nonsense: Reading New Poetry, finalist for the National Book Critics
Circle Award, and Randall Jarrell and His Age, winner of the Warren-Brooks Award for Literary Criticism.
Key words: Literary Studies (general), Lyrical Poetry

ISBN-13: 9781553804611
paperback / 56 pp
5.75 x 9 / $10.95
January 2016

Essays & Ideas
Arresting Hope: Women Taking Action in Prison Health Inside Out
Ruth Elwood Martin, Mo Korchinski, Lynn Fels & Carl Leggo l Inanna Publications
This book tells a story about women in a provincial prison in Canada, about how creative leadership
fostered opportunities for transformation and hope, and about how engaging in research and writing
contributed to healing. The book includes poetry, stories, letters, interviews, fragments of conversations,
reflections, memories, quotations, journal entries, creative non-fiction, and scholarly research. Arresting
Hope is focused on five women—a doctor, a warden, a recreation therapist, an educator, and an inmate—
and their stories of grief, desire, and hope.
Ruth Elwood Martin is a clinical professor of the department of family practice and an associate at the
school of population and public health at UBC.
Key words: Criminal Justice, Feminist, Women’s Studies, Language Arts
ISBN-13: 9781771331586
paperback / 252 pp
6 x 9 / $24.95
November 2014
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Essays & Ideas
The Best Canadian Essays 2015
edited David Layton & Christopher Doda l Tightrope Books
Featuring trusted series editor Christopher Doda and acclaimed guest editor David Layton, this seventh
installment of Canada’s annual volume of essays showcases diverse non-fiction writing from across the
country. Culled from leading Canadian magazines and journals, The Best Canadian Essays 2015 contains
award-winning and award-nominated non-fiction articles that are topical and engaging and have their
finger on the pulse of our contemporary psyches.
Christopher Doda is the author of two books of poetry and his award-winning non-fiction has appeared
in a variety of journals.
Award-winning writer David Layton is the author of the memoir Motion Sickness and the novel The Bird
Factory. His third book, Kaufmann & Sons, is forthcoming in 2016.
ISBN-13: 9781926639949
paperback / 240 pp
5.5 x 8.5 / $21.95
December 2015

Key words: National Identity–Canada

The Bricoleur & His Sentences
Stan Dragland l Pedlar Press
The Bricoleur and His Sentences is a long essay, gathering together a wide variety of literary thinkers and
artists who use bricolage, collage, or various other gathering mechanisms, to examine a bricolage approach
to writing and art practice.
Stan Dragland is a professor emeritus in the department of English at the University of Western Ontario.
He was founder of Brick magazine and Brick Books, and is still active with the latter. He lives in St John’s,
Newfoundland.
Key words: Literary Studies (general), Narrative & Biography, Writing Life, Art Practice, Philosophy

ISBN-13: 9781897141649
paperback / 192 pp
6 x 8.5 / $22.00
September 2014

Health Care and Politics
David Levine l Véhicule Press
Drawing on forty years running many Canadian health care institutions, David Levine shares his
experience on how to manage in this very complex environment. His experience with politics—both
personal and professional—is the basis of his analysis of the impact of politics on health care. Levine
supports, without qualification, a public universal health care system but he questions the effectiveness
of managing the system from the Minister’s Office. Poor decision-making on the basis of politics often
means best solutions are not implemented. Levine’s analysis includes what is not working and how to fix
it, and the barriers to implementation.

ISBN-13: 9781550654011
paperback / 240 pp
5.5 x 8.5 / $24.95
June 2015
30

David Levine was CEO of a number of hospitals, including Montreal’s Notre-Dame and the Ottawa
Hospital. He served as Quebec junior minister of health and then headed the Montreal Health and Social
Service Agency for ten years. He is an adjunct professor in the faculty of medicine at McGill University and
associate professor in the faculty of public health at the Université de Montréal.
Key words: Health Care, Political Studies, Cultural Studies
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Essays & Ideas
Hot, Wet, and Shaking: How I Learned To Talk About Sex
Kaleigh Trace l Invisible Publishing
Winner of the 2015 Evelyn Richardson Non-Fiction Award.
This is a sex book. It’s a book about having sex by yourself, with one person, or with twenty people if
everyone is down. It’s about saying words like cunt, fuck, and come. But it’s also about the things we don’t
talk about—the mystery, the expectations, and the bullshit that can go along with sex. Kaleigh Trace—
disabled, queer, sex educator—chronicles her journey from ignorance to bliss as she shamelessly discusses
her sexual exploits, bodily negotiations, and attempts at adulthood, sparing none of the details and
assuming you are not polite company.
Kaleigh Trace’s work has appeared in the Coast, Huffington Post, CRIT, and the Tide. As a disabled, queer,
feminist, sex educator, she has spoken at conferences across Canada. From her home base in Halifax,
Kaleigh writes about safe and shameless sex of all kinds, for all kinds at thefuckingfacts.com.
Key words: Feminist, Gender Constructs, Sexuality Studies

ISBN-13: 9781926743479
paperback / 144 pp
5 x 8 / $19.95
August 2014

Strangers & Others: Newfoundland Essays
Stan Dragland l Pedlar Press
Shortlisted for the 2015 BMO Winterset Award.
An exquisite volume of critical essays by Stan Dragland, one of Canada’s best essayists, Strangers and
Others: Newfoundland Essays is a collection of Dragland’s writings on Newfoundland subjects, literary
and otherwise. (Novelists Paul Bowdring and Lisa Moore, poet Agnes Walsh. . .) He has approached
the material from the perspective of an inside/outsider in Newfoundland: a resident of Newfoundland
originally from elsewhere who nevertheless finds the figure of the stranger inscribed in much
Newfoundland art.
Stan Dragland is a professor emeritus in the department of English at the University of Western Ontario.
He was founder of Brick magazine and Brick Books, and is still active with the latter. He lives in St John’s,
Newfoundland.
Key words: Literary Studies, Colonization & Decolonization, Regional Identity–Newfoundland

ISBN-13: 9781897141700
paperback / 376 pp
6 x 8.5 / $23.00
September 2015

Rock, Paper, Fire: The Best of Mountain and Wilderness Writing
edited by Marni Jackson & Tony Whittome l Banff Centre Press
In the past few years, as writing about the outdoors has moved from a minority genre into the mainstream,
climbers, adventurers, and environmental activists have gathered at The Banff Centre in the Canadian
Rockies to explore their passions through writing. Now, their most inspired work is collected in one
volume, Rock, Paper, Fire: The Best of Mountain and Wilderness Writing, compiled by Banff Mountain and
Wilderness Program Faculty Editors Marni Jackson and Tony Whittome, and introduced by awardwinning writer and veteran tree planter Charlotte Gill.
Contributors include Charlotte Gill, Ian Brown, Don Gillmor, Niall Grimes, Katie Ives, Bruce Kirkby,
Andy Kirkpatrick, Bernadette McDonald, Helen Mort, Wayne Sawchuk, and Steve Swenson.
Marni Jackson is journalist, author, and editor whose work has appeared in Outside, Globe and Mail,
Rolling Stone, The Walrus, and Brick. Her writing has won numerous awards. Tony Whittome was for
many years editorial director of Hutchinson and of Random House UK, and is an editor of fiction,
non-fiction, and poetry.
Key words: Narrative & Biography, Mountain & Wilderness Writing, Regional Identity–Western Canada
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ISBN-13: 9781894773676
paperback / 293 pp
5.5 x 8.5 / $16.95
September 2013
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Essays & Ideas
NEW

The Utility of Boredom: Baseball Essays
Andrew Forbes l Invisible Publishing
A collection of essays for ardent seamheads and casual baseball fans alike, The Utility of Boredom is a book
about finding respite and comfort in the order, traditions, and rituals of baseball. From learning about
America through ball-diamond visits to the most famous triple play that never happened on Canadian
soil, Forbes invites us to witness the adult conversing with the O-Pee-Chee baseball cards of his youth.
The Utility of Boredom tells us a thing or two about the sport, and how a seemingly trivial game might
help us make sense of our messy lives.
Andrew Forbes was born in Ottawa, Ontario, and attended Carleton University. His work has been
nominated for the Journey Prize and has appeared in publications including VICE Sports and This
Magazine. What You Need, his debut collection of fiction, was published by Invisible Publishing in 2015.
He lives in Peterborough, Ontario.

ISBN-13: 9781926743691
paperback / 160 pp
5 x 8 / $16.95
April 2016

Key words: Narrative & Biography, Literary Studies (general), Sports Writing

A View from the Porch
Avi Friedman l Véhicule Press
A completely revised edition of Room for Thought, originally published in 2005.
A View from the Porch is an illuminating collection of twenty-two essays about the points where design
touches life and the big and small things that make us appreciate, or become disconnected from, our homes
and neighbourhoods. Drawing on his experiences as an architect, planner, world traveller, and educator,
Friedman delves into issues such as the North American obsession with monster homes, the impact of scale
on the feeling of comfort in our communities, environmental concerns such as deforestation, innovative
recycling methods in building materials, the booming do-it-yourself industry, the decline of craftsmanship,
and the role of good design in bringing families together.

ISBN-13: 9781550653991
paperback / 240 pp
5.5 x 8.5 / $25.00
May 2015

Avi Friedman is a professor of architecture at McGill University. He is the recipient of several research and
design awards including the World Habitat Award. He is the author of sixteen books including Narrow
houses, A Place in Mind, and Innovative Houses. He lives in Montreal, Quebec.
Key words: Urban Studies, Design, Architecture, Cultural Studies

Canadian History & Culture
“And Neither Have I Wings to Fly”: Labelled and Locked Up in Canada’s Oldest Institution
Thelma Wheatley l Inanna Publications
Winner of the 2014 Bronze IPPY Medal.
The shocking true story of the institutionalization and abuse of children and adults with intellectual
and physical handicaps in Canada’s oldest provincial institution in Orillia, Ontario. Daisy Lumsden and
her family were such victims, along with over ten thousand children and adults with intellectual disabilities
committed over the last century to the institution now known as Huronia Regional Centre, formerly the
Asylum for Idiots and Feeble-Minded. A powerful expose of a part of Canadian history kept secret—the
book exposes the role of psychiatrists and leading eugenicists in Canada in the abuse of intellectual and
physically handicapped children’s civil rights in Canada.
ISBN-13: 9781926708584
paperback / 424 pp
6 x 9 / $24.95
April 2013
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Thelma Wheatley is the author of My Sad Is All Gone: A Family’s Triumph Over Violent Autism (2004), a
book about raising her autistic child.
Key words: Psychology, Feminist, Canadian History (1900s), Regional Identity–Orilla, Eugenics,
Human Rights, Social Justice, Disability Studies
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Canadian History & Culture
Canada Lives Here: The Case for Public Broadcasting
Wade Rowland l Linda Leith Publishing
Canada Lives Here tells the tumultuous story of public broadcasting in Canada, from its inception in 1933
to the CBC’s current, controversial attempts to adapt to collapsing revenues and new technologies. It
explores in detail the struggle to preserve public space and foster community in an environment devoted
to profit-making, arguing that the ideals of public service broadcasting are more relevant now than ever.
Wade Rowland spent many years in television news production at the network level and has held senior
management roles at both CTV and CBC, where he was also senior producer of the consumer affairs
program Marketplace. He is an associate professor at York University. He lives in Port Hope, Ontario.
Key words: Canadian History (1930s-present), Media & Communications, Cultural Studies
ISBN-13: 9781927535820
paperback / 240 pp
5 x 8 / $16.95
August 2015

Canada’s Forgotten Slaves: Two Hundred Years of Bondage
Marcel Trudel, translated by George Tombs l Véhicule Press
Shortlisted for the 2013 Governor Generals Award for Translation.
Canada’s Forgotten Slaves is a ground-breaking work by one of French Canada’s leading historians. This
book reveals that slavery was very much a part of everyday life in colonial Canada under the French regime
starting in 1629, and then under the British regime right up to its official abolition in 1834. Marcel Trudel
gives a human face to the Aboriginal and Black slaves bought, sold, and exploited in colonial Canada. He
documents Canadian politicians, historians, and ecclesiastics who deliberately falsified the record, in order
to remove any trace of the thousands of slaves held in bondage in Canada.
Marcel Trudel was an award-winning author, eminent Canadian historian, and a respected authority
on the history of New France. A fervent advocate of the secular society, he was blacklisted by the Catholic
Church from teaching in the early 1960s, then taught for several decades at the University of Ottawa. He
died in 2011.
Key Words: Political Studies, African-Canadian Identities, Slavery, Colonialism, Indigenous Studies, 		
Indigenous Identities–North American

ISBN-13: 9781550653274
paperback / 324pp
5.5 x 8.5 / $27.95
August 2013

Faith Under Fire: Frederick G. Scott, Canada’s Extraordinary Chaplain of the Great War
Alan Hustak l Véhicule Press
Through a series of unpublished letters preserved in Montreal’s McCord Museum, Alan Hustak tells the
powerful and absorbing story of a man revered by the Canadian military for his remarkable ministry. One
admiring private recalled: “No matter how thick the fight, he is always to be seen wherever the boys are …
to see men dying all around you, all dying for principle, it hardens a man, and at the same times softens
him.” Scott’s letters home from the Front reveal how he discovered first-hand what fear really is, how to
control it, and how to inspire others.
Alan Hustak is the author of Titanic: The Canadian Story and Sir William Hingston (1829-1907):
Montreal Mayor, Surgeon, and Banker. He is a recipient of the Queen Elizabeth II Diamond Jubilee Medal.
Key words: War Studies–WWI, Religious Studies, Personal Letters, Canadian History (1910s)
ISBN-13: 9781550653755
paperback / 144 pp
5.5 x 8.5 / $19.95
November 2014
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Canadian History & Culture
The Frog Lake Reader
Myrna Kostash l NeWest Press
Shortlisted for the 2009 Alberta Readers Choice Award.
Non-fiction author Myrna Kostash merges the past and the present in The Frog Lake Reader, which offers
a panoramic perspective on the tragic events surrounding the Frog Lake Massacre of 1885. By bringing
together eyewitness accounts and journal excerpts, memoirs and contemporary fiction, and excerpts from
interviews with historians, Kostash sheds new light on a tragedy often overshadowed by Louis Riel’s
rebellion during the same year. The history is contentious and its interpretation unresolved, but The Frog
Lake Reader, with its broad survey of vital historical accounts and points of view, offers a comprehensive
and informative narrative on the Frog Lake Massacre.
ISBN-13: 9781897126462
paperback / 342 pp
6 x 9 / $26.95
September 2009

Born and raised in Edmonton, Alberta, award-winning non-fiction writer Myrna Kostash is the author
of ten books, including All of Baba’s Children and The Doomed Bridegroom: A Memoir. She is at work on a
public family history about her grandparents.
Key words: Colonization & Decolonization, Indigenous Identities–North American,
Indigenous Research Methods, Regional Identity–Prairies

Herbert Has Lots for a Buck
Elizabeth McLachlan l NeWest Press
Canada in the twenty-first century is a place of growth and expansion. Cities like Vancouver and Toronto
have become word-class destinations for business and tourism. Meanwhile, smaller communities face
changes of different sorts, as residents depart for the opportunities present in our country’s largest cities.
Nowhere is this more apparent than in Canada’s prairie provinces.
In Herbert Has Lots for a Buck, Elizabeth McLachlan investigates how these communities have capitalized
on green initiatives, the growing influence of local artists, and even a connection to one of Star Trek’s most
famous icons to not only survive beyond expectations, but thrive.

ISBN-13: 9781927063231
paperback / 232 pp
5.5 x 8.5 / $19.95
October 2012

Elizabeth McLauchlan lives in Lethbridge, Alberta, where she works as a freelance writer and editor.
She has rpeviously published three books with NeWest: With Unshakeable Persistence, With Unfailing
Dedication, and the bestselling Gone But Not Forgotten.
Key words: Ecocritical, Globalization, Regional Identity–Prairies, Environment & Ecology, Urban Studies

Legacy of Worship: Sacred Places in Rural Saskatchewan
Margaret Hryniuk & Frank Korvemaker, with photographs by Larry Easton l Coteau Books
Shorlisted for the 2015 Regina Book Award for Non-Fiction.

ISBN-13: 9781550505979
hard cover / 272 pp
9 x 10 / $39.95
September 2014

Rural religious gathering places often display the work of folk artists and craftspeople, as well as that
of professional artists and architects; they are the last repository of primitive art. Legacy of Worship
profiles over sixty rural churches, representing fifteen spiritual denominations. This book presents some
of Saskatchewan’s most interesting sacred places—places that illustrate how beauty in any form inspires
and nurtures the soul. They demonstrate the universal, eternal need for art and beauty, and the
importance of valuing and protecting the religious heritage so important to our identity and our
proud place in Canada.
Historian Margaret Hryniuk has been writing about heritage buildings since 1978, and is the co-author
of two historical books on Saskatchewan. Frank Korvemaker has worked in heritage conservation for
forty years, as an archaeologist, historian, and archivist. Larry Easton is an award-winning photographer,
and editor for the Regina Photo Club.
Key words: Regional Identity–Saskatchewan, Multiculturalism, Religious Studies, Architecture, Art
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Canadian History & Culture
The Seven Oaks Reader
Myrna Kostash l NeWest Press

NEW

The long rivalry between the Hudson’s Bay Company and the North West Company for control of the
fur trade in Canada’s northwest came to an explosive climax on June 19, 1816, at the so-called Battle
of Seven Oaks. The Seven Oaks Reader, forworded by Heather Devine, offers a comprehensive retelling
of one of Canada’s most interesting historical periods, the Fur Trade Wars. As in the companion volume,
The Frog Lake Reader, Kostash incorporates period accounts and journals, histories, memoirs, songs, and
fictional retellings from a wide range of sources, offering readers an engaging way back into stillcontroversial historical events.
Born and raised in Edmonton, Alberta, award-winning non-fiction writer Myrna Kostash is the author
of ten books, including All of Baba’s Children and The Doomed Bridegroom: A Memoir. She is at work on a
public family history about her grandparents.
ISBN-13: 9781926455532
paperback / 340 pp
6 x 9 / $26.95
May 2016

Key words: Colonization & Decolonization, Indigenous Identities–North American,
Indigenous Research Methods, Regional Identity–Prairies

Uncharted Waters: The Explorations of José Narváez (1768–1840)
Jim McDowell l Ronsdale Press
Jim McDowell’s new biography of the little-known Spanish explorer José María Narváez reveals his
significant discoveries during the European exploration of what is now Canada’s Pacific Northwest
Coast. Narváez charted the interiors of three large inlets on Vancouver Island’s West Coast, discovered
the northern Salish Sea, made first contact with Aboriginal peoples in the area, and found the site of what
became Vancouver—a year before Captain Vancouver arrived. Narváez also undertook diplomatic missions
around the Pacific Ocean and engaged extensively in the political upheaval that transformed New Spain
into Mexico.
Jim McDowell is a veteran historian, who worked for many years as an educator, freelance writer, and
reporter. He has published five books about early British Columbia history, including Hamatsa: The Enigma
of Cannibalism on the Pacific Northwest Coast and Father August Brabant: Saviour or Scourge? He resides in
Steveston, British Columbia.
Key words: Colonization & Decolonization, Regional Identity–West Coast, Political Studies

ISBN-13: 9781553804345
paperback / 322 pp
6 x 9 / $24.95
October 2015

Indigenous Studies - Poetry
Burning in this Midnight Dream
Louise Bernice Halfe l Coteau Books

NEW

Burning in this Midnight Dream is the latest collection of poems by Louise Bernice Halfe. Many were
written in response to the grim tide of emotions, memories, dreams, and nightmares that arose as the Truth
and Reconciliation process unfolded. With fearlessly wrought verse, Halfe describes how the experience of
the residential schools continues to haunt those who survive, and how the effects pass like a virus from one
generation to the next. She asks us to consider the damage done to children taken from their families, to
families mourning their children; damage done to entire communities and to ancient cultures.
Louise Bernice Halfe—whose Cree name is Sky Dancer—has three award-winning book publications
to her credit: Bear Bones & Feathers, Blue Marrow, and The Crooked Good. Louise has a Bachelor of Social
Work and currently works with Elders in an organization called Opikinawasowin (“raising our children”)
in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan.
Key words: Poetry, Colonization & Decolonization, Indigenous Identities–North American, Postcolonial,
Narrative & Biography
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ISBN-13: 9781550506655
paperback / 98 pp
5.5 x 8.5 / $16.95
April 2016
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Indigenous Studies - Poetry
NEW

Deaf Heaven
Garry Gottfriedson l Ronsdale Press
Follow Garry Gottfriedson in this new collection of combative poems as he compels us and Heaven
to listen to the challenges facing First Nation communities today. Employing many of the Secwepemc
(Shuswap) images and stories, Gottfriedson takes us inside the rez and into the rooming houses in the city
cores, but always drawing new strength from the land and the people who have moved upon it. He speaks
of “the smell of grandmothers and grandfathers / breathing the stories into our blood” so as to “wrap our
newborn in freshly made Star Quilts.”
Garry Gottfriedson, from the Secwepemc Nation (Shuswap), lives in Kamloops, British Columbia. His
published works include volumes of poetry, non-fiction, and children’s fiction. Garry has been nominated
for the First People’s Publishing Award, the Anskohk Aboriginal Award, and the Canadian Author’s
Association Award for Poetry.

ISBN-13: 9781553804499
paperback / 104 pp
6 x 9 / $15.95
February 2016

Key words: Poetry, Indigenous Identities–North American

Do Not Enter My Soul in Your Shoes
Natasha Kanapé Fontaine, translated by Howard Scott l Mawenzi House
The French edition won the 2013 Society of Francophone Writers of America Poetry Prize.
This is a poetry collection of great sensitivity and a cry from the heart, in which empathy and poetry are
dazzled by the eruption of a volcano. She loves. She weeps. She shouts … to come into the world, again.
The book is first of all a journey deep inside the self, with joy and love, taking the body on a path to
expectation and ecstasy, a quest sustained by incisive, inventive writing, which can leap from impressions
of nature to references to a Dali painting. The energy of the images and the power of this luminous, concise
language amaze us.

ISBN-13: 9781927494516
paperback / 72 pp
5 x 7 / $18.95
April 2015

Natasha Kanapé Fontaine is a slam poet, visual artist, and environmental activist. Innu of Pessamit,
Fontaine is prominent on the provincial slam scene—she’s been dubbed the territorial slammer. With an
enduring commitment to the Idle No More movement, Fontaine is part of a new generation of Aboriginal
writers. She lives in Montreal, Quebec.
Key words: Poetry, Indigenous Identities–North American, Women’s Literary Traditions, Literature in
Translation

Message Sticks / Tshissinuatshitakana
Joséphine Bacon, translated by Phyllis Aronoff l Mawenzi House
The Bilingual French/Innu-aimun edition was shortlisted for the 2014 Governor General’s Award for Poetry.
This bilingual work (English and Innu-aimun) is an invitation to dialogue. Message sticks are the signs that
allow the nomadic Innu to orient themselves inland and find their way. The poetry brings the language
of the nutshimit (the back country) to life again, recalling the sound of the drum. Simple and beautiful,
Joséphine Bacon’s poetry is an homage to the land, the ancestors, and the Innu-aimun language. Charting
unwritten history, it provides a vision into the intensity of the elders’ words.

ISBN-13: 9781927494097
paperback / 144 pp
5 x 7 / $21.95
June 2013
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Joséphine Bacon is an aboriginal person from Innue de Betsiamites. Director of film documentaries
(Mishtikuashisht - Le Petit Grand Européen: ]ohan Beetz, ONF, 1996), she is equal parts poet and
songwriter. Her songs, which include Mishapan Nitassinan, are performed by Chlo Sainte-Marie.
She lives in Montreal, Quebec.
Key words: Poetry, Indigenous Identities–North American, Women’s Literary Traditions, History,
Facing-page translation
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Indigenous Studies - Poetry
The Red Files
Lisa Bird-Wilson l Nightwood Editions

NEW

This debut poetry collection from Lisa Bird-Wilson reflects on the legacy of the residential school system:
the fragmentation of families and histories, with blows that resonate through the generations. Inspired by
family and archival sources, Bird-Wilson assembles scraps of a history torn apart by colonial violence. The
collection takes its name from the federal government’s complex organizational structure of residential
schools archives, which are divided into “black files” and “red files.” In vignettes as clear as glass beads,
her poems offer affection to generations of children whose presence within the historic record is ghostlike,
anonymous, and ephemeral.
Lisa Bird-Wilson is a Cree-Metis writer from Saskatchewan whose writing has appeared in a number of
literary magazines and anthologies, including Grain, Prairie Fire, The Dalhousie Review, Geist, kimiwan,
cîhcêwêsin, and Best Canadian Essays. She is the author of the novel Just Pretending (Coteau Books, 2013).
She lives in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan.
Key words: Poetry, Colonization & Decolonization, Indigenous Identities–North American, Feminist,
Postcolonial, Women’s Literary Traditions

The Resumption of Play
Gary Geddes l Quattro Books

ISBN-13: 9780889713116
paperback / 96 pp
5.5 x 8 / $18.95
May 2016

NEW

The gripping title poem, which won the 2015 Malahat Review Long Poem Prize, dramatizes the traumatic
experience and enduring legacy of Canada’s Indian residential schools. The book is also about coming to
terms with grief and loss, including a special elegiac sequence about the poet’s mother, dead at age thirtyfive, and another about Pound, Brodsky, Stravinsky, and Diaghelev called “On Being Dead in Venice.” This
exciting new cornucopia from one of Canada’s premier poets also includes two prison letters from Somalia
and lyrics about Virginia Woolf, Bronwen Wallace, misogyny, obstacles to belief, and the healing power of
poetry.
Gary Geddes has written and edited more than forty-five books of poetry, fiction, drama, non-fiction,
criticism, translation, and anthologies, and won more than a dozen national and international literary
awards, including the Commonwealth Poetry Prize (Americas Region), the Lt.-Governor’s Award for
Literary Excellence, and the Gabriela Mistral Prize.
Key words: Poetry, Literary Studies (general), Indigenous Identities–North American, Grief

ISBN-13: 9781927443873
paperback / 102 pp
5.25 x 8.5 / $18.00
March 2016

Running on the March Wind
Lenore Keeshig l Quattro Books
This is the long-awaited debut collection by a widely-anthologized master poet. While it is intended
foremost for an Aboriginal audience, the poetry’s scope and quality create an extraordinary opportunity
for all readers to see through Aboriginal eyes. There are exquisite lyrical portrayals of the Saugeen region
and other parts of Southern Ontario; biting commentary on the historic injustices to First Nations people;
engaging magical realism and native mythology, featuring wily tricksters and giving form to dreams;
touching treatments of the bonds between Elders and children; visions of suffering and violence laced with
consoling beauty; celebration of the solace of trees and water and even the company of bears; lamentation,
elegy, indignation, and affection and deep love for a region and those living there.
Lenore Keeshig is a traditional storyteller, poet, and an award-wining author from the Saugeen (Bruce)
Peninsula. She currently works as a naturalist, providing education programs about the natural and cultural
history of the Saugeen (Bruce) Peninsula and the Great Lakes. Her poetry has appeared in a number of
anthologies. She has produced three children’s books, co-authored with her husband David McLaren.
Key words: Poetry, Indigenous Identities–North American, Regional Identities–Ontario
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ISBN-13: 9781927443804
paperback / 96 pp
5.25 x 8.5 / $18.00
September 2015
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Indigenous Studies - Poetry
Talking to the Diaspora
Lee Maracle l ARP Books
In a career that has spanned more than a quarter century, Lee Maracle has earned the reputation as one of
Canada’s most ardent and celebrated writers. Talking to the Diaspora, Maracle’s second book of poetry, is at
once personal and profound. From the revolutionary “Where Is that Odd Dandelion Looking-Flower” to
the tender poem “Salmon Dance,” from the biting “Language” to the elegiac “Boy in the Archives,” these
poems embody the fearless passion and spirited wit for which Lee Maracle is beloved and revered.
Lee Maracle is a member of the Stó:lō nation. Born in Vancouver, British Columbia, she grew up on the
North Shore and is the author of the critically acclaimed novels Ravensong and Daughters Are Forever. The
mother of four and grandmother of seven, Maracle is currently an instructor at the University of Toronto.
Key words: Poetry, Indigenous Identities–North American
ISBN-13: 9781894037655
paperback / 120 pp
5 x 9 / $16.95
October 2015

Wabigoon River Poems
David Groulx l Kegedonce Press
David Groulx’s Wabigoon River Poems is a ferocious, erudite collection centred around an epic poem
“Wabigoon River Poem(s)” which is breathtaking in its unflinching and wide-ranging look at oppression,
genocide, revolution, and survival. These are Indigenous poems in a global context, tackling philosophy,
history, epistemology, and placing Indigenous struggles alongside other battles, other atrocities, other
genocides. Wabigoon River Poems draws upon Indigenous knowledge and traditions while pushing at the
boundaries of what readers might expect Indigenous poetry to be.
Award-winning poet David Groulx was raised in Northern Ontario. He is proud of his Aboriginal roots
—Ojibwe Indian and French Canadian. After receiving his BA from Lakehead University, David studied
creative writing at the En’owkin Centre in Penticton, British Columbia. Wabigoon River Poems is David’s
eighth book.
ISBN-13: 9781928120018
paperback / 58 pp
9 x 6 / $16.00
May 2015

Key words: Poetry, Colonization & Decolonization, Ecocritical, Indigenous Identities–North American,
Political Studies, Postcolonial, War Studies

Indigenous Studies - Fiction
Bearskin Diary
Carol Daniels l Nightwood Editions
Shortlisted for the 2014 Saskatchewan Book Awards’ Fiction Award.
This important debut novel follows the story of Sandy, one of the many Aboriginal children who were part
of the “Sixties Scoop.” She was taken from the arms of her mother as soon as she was born and adopted
by a Ukrainian family, growing up as the only First Nations child in a town of white people. From this
tragic period in her personal life and in Canadian history, Sandy does not emerge unscathed, but she
emerges strong—finding her way by embracing her First Nations culture which helps her overcome the
discriminations she faces every day.

ISBN-13: 9780889713116
paperback / 256 pp
6 x 9 / $21.95
November 2015
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Carol Daniels, recipient of the 2009 National Aboriginal Achievement Award, is a journalist who
became Canada’s first Aboriginal woman to anchor a national newscast when she joined CBC Newsworld
in 1989. While Bearskin Diary is her first novel, her poetry and short fiction have been included in several
anthologies.
Key words: Literary Studies (general), Indigenous Identities–North American, Feminist, Postcolonial,
Women’s Literary Traditions
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Indigenous Studies - Fiction
Just Pretending
Lisa Bird-Wilson l Coteau Books
Winner of the 2014 Saskatchewan Book Awards’ Book of the Year, Best Fiction & Aboriginal Peoples’ Writing.
A debut short story collection which explores the Metis themes of being forsaken, lost, and trying to figure
out where one is supposed to fit in. A deadbeat dad tries to reconnect with his daughter after twenty-two
years away. A selfish poet has been scarred by an upbringing that leaves him emotionally distant from his
children and spouse. A pot-smoking middle-aged man undertakes a modest quest for meaning following a
brush with mortality. A fourteen-year-old girl struggles to come to terms with her feelings of abandonment.
At the centre of these stories are notions of identity and belonging, and the complex relationships between
children and parents, both those who are real and those who are just pretending.
Lisa Bird-Wilson is a Saskatchewan Metis writer whose stories have been finalists for the Journey Prize,
among others. They have appeared in periodicals such as Grain, Prairie Fire, Geist, and in the anthology
Best Canadian Essays. Just Pretending is her first book-length work of fiction.
Key words: Short Stories, Indigenous Identities–Metis, Feminist, Family, Adoption

ISBN-13: 9781550505467
paperback / 272 pp
5.5 x 8.5 / $18.95
April 2013

Indigenous Studies - Non-Fiction
Aqueduct: Colonialism, Resources, and the Histories We Remember
Adele Perry l ARP Books

NEW

For the Anishinaabe community of Shoal Lake 40 First Nation, the Winnipeg Aqueduct led to a chain
of difficult circumstances that culminated in their isolation and almost two decades without access to clean
drinking water. Perry analyses the development of Winnipeg’s municipal water supply as an example of
settler colonialism. Drawing from a rich archive of historical sources, this timely book exposes the various
mechanisms that allowed the rapidly growing city of Winnipeg to obtain its water supply by dispossessing
an Indigenous people of their land, and ultimately depriving them of the very commodity that the city
secured for itself.
Adele Perry is a professor of history at the University of Manitoba in Winnipeg. She was born and raised
in a non-Indigenous family in British Columbia, did hard time in Toronto, and has lived in Winnipeg
since 2000. She writes about the nineteenth century, gender, Canada, and colonialism.
Key words: Colonization & Decolonization, Indigenous Identities–North American, National Identity–
Canada, Canadian History, Regional Identity–Winnipeg

In This Together: Fifteen Stories of Truth and Reconciliation
edited by Danielle Metcalfe-Chenail l Brindle & Glass

ISBN-13: 9781894037693
paperback / 104 pp
5 x 7 / $14.95
April 2016

NEW

Evocative and unsettling, In This Together is an eye-opening collection of personal essay by Indigenous
and non-Indigenous contributors from across Canada. Without flinching, the contributors—including
journalists, academics, and artists—each explore their own “aha” moments regarding Canada’s colonial past
and present to ask how we can all move forward in a spirit of reconciliation and anti-racism.
Featuring a candid conversation between the Honourable Justice Murray Sinclair and CBC radio host and
TRC honorary witness Shelagh Rogers, this book is both a catalyst for self-reflection and a call to action.
Contributors include Carleigh Baker, Steven Cooper (withTwyla Campbell), Katherin Edwards, Donna
Kane, Rhonda Kronyk, Zacharias Kunuk, Emma LaRocque, Erika Luckert, Antoine Mountain, Lorri
Neilsen Glenn, Katherine Palmer Gordon, Carol Shaben, Joanna Streetly, and Kamala Todd.
Danielle Metcalfe-Chenail is the former Historian Laureate of Edmonton, author of Polar Winds and
For the Love of Flying, and a columnist for CBC Radio Active.
Key words: Colonization & Decolonization, Indigenous Identities–North American, Postcolonial
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ISBN-13: 9781927366448
paperback / 224 pp
5.75 x 8.5 / $19.95
April 2016
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Indigenous Studies - Non-Fiction
The Land We Are: Artists & Writers Unsettle the Politics of Reconciliation
edited by Gabrielle L’Hirondelle Hill & Sophie McCall l ARP Books
The Land We Are is a stunning collection of writing and art that interrogates the current era of
reconciliation in Canada. Using visual, poetic, and theoretical language, the contributors approach
reconciliation as a problematic narrative about Indigenous-settler relations, but also as a site where
conversations about a just future must occur. The result of a four-year collaboration between artists
and scholars engaged in resurgence and decolonization, The Land We Are is a moving dialogue that
blurs the boundaries between activism, research, and the arts.
Contributors include Jordan Abel, Leah Decter, Jonathan Dewar, David Garneau, Ayumi Goto, Allison
Hargreaves, Gabrielle L’Hirondelle Hill, Jaimie Isaac, David Jefferess, Layli Long Soldier, The New BC
Indian Art and Welfare Society Collective, Sophie McCall, Peter Morin, Skeena Reece, Dylan Robinson,
Sandra Semchuk, Adrian Stimson, Clement Yeh, and Keren Zaiontz.
ISBN-13: 9781894037631
paperback / 240 pp
6.5 x 9.5 / $24.95
June 2015

Key words: Indigenous Identities–North American, Visual Art & Traditions, Colonization &
Decolonization, Reconciliation, Poetry, Activism

Languages of our Land / Langues de notre terre: Indigenous Poems and Stories from
Quebec/Poèmes et récits autochtones du Québec l edited by Susan Ouriou, translated by
Christelle Morelli l Banff Centre Press
Languages of Our Land/Langues de notre terre is a collection of poems and stories by twelve emerging and
established Indigenous writers living in Quebec and writing in French. The writing is presented in English
translation alongside the French original and interlaced with words in the writers’ Indigenous languages—
Innu-aimun, Wendat, Cree, and Algonquin—glossed at the end of the anthology. This anthology presents
readers with an opportunity to experience the rich multiplicity of languages, intonations, and images
within the stories and poems authored by those influenced by the languages they have inherited, writing in
a language they have made their own.
Editor Susan Ouriou is a Governor General’s Award-winning translator and a former French-English
interpreter. She lives in Calgary, Alberta.
ISBN-13: 9781894773768
paperback / 176 pp
5.5 x 8.5 / $18.95
June 2014

Christelle Morelli is a literary translator and French immersion teacher. She has translated works of
fiction and poetry for publication, educational curricula, and art catalogues. She lives in Calgary, Alberta.
Key words: Colonization & Decolonization, Indigenous Identitites–North American,
Literary Studies (general), Narrative & Biography, Postcolonial
Memory Serves: Oratories
Lee Maracle l NeWest Press
Memory Serves gathers together the oratories award-winning author Lee Maracle has delivered and
performed over a twenty-year period. Revised for publication, the lectures hold the features and style
of oratory intrinsic to the Salish people in general and the Stó:lō in particular. From her Coast Salish
perspective and with great eloquence, Maracle shares her knowledge of Stó:lō history, memory, philosophy,
law, spirituality, feminism and the colonial condition of her people.
Lee Maracle is a member of the Stó:lō nation. Born in Vancouver, British Columbia, she grew up on the
North Shore and is the author of the critically acclaimed novels Ravensong and Daughters Are Forever. The
mother of four and grandmother of seven, Maracle is currently an instructor at the University of Toronto.
Key words: Colonization & Decolonization, Indigenous Identities–North American

ISBN-13: 9781926455440
paperback / 268 pp
6 x 9 / $24.95
October 2015
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Indigenous Studies - Non-Fiction
Morningstar: A Warrior’s Spirit
Morningstar Mercredi l Coteau Books
Morningstar Mercredi wrote her memoir in response to the ongoing crisis of missing and murdered
women in Canada. In it, she describes how systemic colonialism and racism affected her as a firstgeneration descendent of parents who attended residential schools. Recounting sexual abuse, family
violence, poverty, racism, and overcoming her own alcoholism, her inherent strength to survive a myriad
of historical atrocities is powerful. Her experience mirrors that of generations of First Peoples, Metis, and
Innu peoples throughout Canada and has been affirmed and documented in the Truth and Reconciliation
Report two decades after her memoir was published in 1996.
Morningstar Mercredi is a storyteller, actress, social activist, poet, playwright, researcher and multimedia communicator from Fort Chipewyan. She has previously published one non-fiction children’s book,
and has had poetry published in the Gatherings Anthology series. She has done extensive acting work in
film, television, radio, and on the stage.
Key words: Narrative & Biography, Colonization & Decolonization, Indigenous Identities–North
American, Postcolonial

ISBN-13: 9781550503463
paperback / 200 pp
5.5 x 8.5 / $19.95
August 2006

Restorying Indigenous Leadership: Wise Practices in Community Development, 2nd Edition
Cora Voyageur, Laura Brearley & Brian Calliou l Banff Centre Press
Restorying Indigenous Leadership: Wise Practices in Community Development is a foundational resource of the
most recent scholarship on Indigenous leadership. The authors share their research through non-fictional
narratives, innovative approaches to Indigenous community leadership, and inspiring accounts of success,
presenting many models for Indigenous leader development. Topics include Indigenous women in politics
and business, Indigenous community development, Indigenous artistic leadership, and deep listening and
leadership. These chapters are followed by a Wise Practices section featuring seven significant contemporary
case study summaries, including studies on the Blackfoot Crossing Historical Park and the Alberta Indian
Investment Corporation.
Cora Voyageur is First Nations and a sociologist at the University of Calgary. Her research explores
the Indigenous experience in Canada. Laura Brearley coordinates the Deep Listening Project, an
international creative exchange between Indigenous and non-Indigenous artists, musicians, and
researchers. Brian Calliou has been the program director of the Banff Centre’s Indigenous Leadership
and Management since 2003.
Key words: Indigenous Research Methods, Indigenous Identities–North American, Leadership,
Community Building

ISBN-13: 9781894773836
paperback / 345 pp
5.5 x 8.5 / $24.95
April 2015

Those Who Know: 20th Anniversary Edition
Dianne Meili l NeWest Press
Winner of the 2013 Alberta Book Publishing Awards Best Trade Non-Fiction Book.
First published in 1991, Dianne Meili’s book remains an essential portrait of men and women who
have lived on the trapline, in the army, in a camp on the move, in jail, in residential schools, and on the
reserve, all the while counselling, praying, fasting, healing, and helping to birth further generations. In this
20th anniversary edition of Those Who Know, Meili supplements her original text with new profiles and
interviews that further the collective story of these elders as they guide us to a necessary future, one that
values Mother Earth and the importance of community above all else.
Dianne Meili was born in Calgary, Alberta. While working as the editor of Windspeaker, she became
aware of the need for a book to chronicle the thoughts and experiences of Alberta’s Native elders. She
spent the following eighteen months interviewing elders from ten different tribes. Dianne currently lives
in Peace River.
Key words: Colonization & Decolonization, Ecocritical, Indigenous Identitiess–North American,
Indigenous Research Methods
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ISBN-13: 9781927063132
paperback / 394 pp
6 x 9 / $24.95
May 2012
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Indigenous Studies - Non-Fiction
The Winter We Danced: Voices from the Past, the Future, and the Idle No More Movement
edited by The Kino-nda-niimi Collective l ARP Books
Shortlisted for the 2014 Mary Scorer Award for Best Book by a Manitoba Publisher.
The Winter We Danced is a vivid collection of writing, poetry, lyrics, art, and images from the many diverse
voices that make up the past, present, and future of the Idle No More movement. Calling for pathways
into healthy, just, equitable, and sustainable communities while drawing on a wide-ranging body of
narratives, journalism, editorials, and creative pieces, this collection consolidates some of the most
powerful, creative and insightful moments from the winter we danced and gestures towards next steps
in an ongoing movement for justice and Indigenous self-determination.

ISBN-13: 9781894037518
paperback / 440 pp
5.5 x 8.5 / $19.95
February 2014

The Kino-nda-niimi Collective is a group of Indigenous writers, artists, editors, curators, and allies.
Lead editors for The Winter We Danced include Niigaanwewidam James Sinclair, Leanne Simpson, Tanya
Kappo, Wanda Nanibush, and Hayden King who—along with many colleagues, relatives, friends, and
organizations—assembled this collection together over the summer and fall of 2013.
Key words: Colonization & Decolonization, Indigenous Identities–North American, Idle No More

Political Studies
Access to Information and Social Justice: Critical Research Strategies for Journalists,
Scholars, and Activists l edited by Jamie Brownlee, & Kevin Walby l ARP Books
Access to Information and Social Justice combines the political and the practical aspects of Access to
Information (ATI) research into a single volume in order to help invigorate critical social science,
investigative journalism, and activism in Canada. Not only does it expose some of the most important
political stories and issues uncovered by ATI researchers in recent years, it also facilitates future
investigations by demonstrating, in concrete ways, how any citizen can effectively use ATI requests
in their work and in their capacity as socially engaged citizens.
Contributors include Robert Cribb, Franke James, Dean Jobb, Michael-Anthony Lutfy, Alex Luscombe,
Jeffrey Monaghan, Christopher Parsons, Justin Piché, Keith Stewart, Kyla Tanner, and Leslie Young.

ISBN-13: 9781894037679
paperback / 224 pp
6 x 9 / $19.95
October 2015

Jamie Brownlee is the author of Academia, Inc.: How Corporatization is Transforming Canadian
Universities (Fernwood, 2015). He holds a PhD in sociology and political economy from Carleton
University. Kevin Walby is an assistant professor of criminal justice at the University of Winnipeg
and the Prisoners’ Struggles editor for the Journal of Prisoners on Prisons.
Key words: Canadian Public Policy, Media & Communication, Journalism

Back to the Well: Rethinking the Future of Water
Marq de Villiers l Goose Lane Editions
Shortlisted for the 2015/16 Donner Prize.
Fifteen years after the publication of Water: The Fate of Our Most Precious Resource, his influential Governor
General’s Award-winning book on the water crisis, Marq de Villiers returns with a clear-eyed assessment
of the politics of water—from the personal and commercial uses of water to the impact of climate change
and global conflicts. Examining how political ideologies obscure the underlying issues, he makes the
controversial suggestion that there is no global water crisis, but that water problems are fundamentally
local and regional and can most effectively be addressed through local, rather than global, action.

ISBN-13: 9780864920751
hardcover / 378 pp
6 x 9 / $32.95
September 2015
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Marq de Villiers is an award-winning writer and journalist. He is the author of fifteen books,
including Water: The Fate of our Most Precious Resource, Sahara: The Life of the Great Desert, and Sable
Island: The Curious Story of a Dune Adrift in the Atlantic.
Key words: Ecocritical, Environmental Studies, Climate Change, World Politics
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Political Studies
The Diplomat: Lester Pearson and the Suez Crisis
Antony Anderson l Goose Lane Editions
Shortlisted for the 2016 John W. Dafoe Book Prize.
Pearson’s diplomacy throughout the Suez Crisis launched a bold experiment in international security and
yet, until now, no one has told the full story of how this Canadian diplomat led the world back from the
brink of war. In a unique blend of biography and political history, The Diplomat draws from diplomatic
cables, memoirs, diaries, anecdotes, official memoranda, and exclusive interviews to create not only a
compelling portrait of Pearson, the man at the centre of the negotiations, but also a nuanced analysis of the
political maze navigated by Pearson to avert a bloody war.
Antony Anderson has written and produced for numerous Canadian and international broadcasters,
including CBC Radio, Discovery Channel, History Television, and TVOntario. His independent
documentaries for Global Television include Facing the Century and Foreign Fields, a critical look at
Canada’s fading role on the world stage.
Key words: War Studies, National Identity–Canada, Narrative & Biography, Canadian History (1950s)

ISBN-13: 9780864928740
hardcover / 400 pp
6 x 9 / $32.95
September 2015

Scandinavian Common Sense: Policies to Tackle Social Inequalities in Health
Marie-France Raynault & Dominique Côté l Baraka Books
When some claim austerity is the only answer to today’s economic woes, a close look at the best practices
in Scandinavia and Finland gives pause for thought. Cited as models for their egalitarian social and health
policies, these countries also have thriving economies where the gap dividing rich from poor is smaller than
elsewhere. Despite their quasi mythic status, the policies implemented to combat inequalities in health are
neither well known nor understood. Policies discussed in Scandinavian Common Sense include education,
housing, conciliation of work and family life, daycare, sustainable development and more. For these
policies to be part of political debate—be it in Canada, the United States, or elsewhere—they must be
in the public domain.
Marie-France Raynault (MD, MSc Epidemiology, FRCP(c), FCAHS) is a medical doctor specializing
in public health. She heads the département de médecine préventive et santé publique at the Centre
hospitalier de l’Université de Montréal. She also heads the Lea Roback Research Centre, which she
co-founded. Throughout her career, her main interest has been the health of the poor.
Key words: Sociology, Health Care Management, Public Policy, National Identity–Scandinavia,
Economics

ISBN-13: 9781771860642
paperback / 192 pp
6 x 9 / $19.95
November 2015

Slouching Towards Sirte: NATO’s War on Libya and Africa
Maximilian Forte l Baraka Books
NATO’s war in Libya was proclaimed as a humanitarian intervention—bombing in the name of
“saving lives.” Attempts at diplomacy were stifled. Peace talks were subverted. Libya was barred from
representing itself at the UN, where shadowy NGOs and “human rights” groups held full sway in
propagating exaggerations, outright falsehoods, and racial fear mongering that served to sanction
atrocities and ethnic cleansing in the name of democracy. Far from the success NATO boasts about
or the “high watermark” proclaimed by proponents of the “Responsibility to Protect,” this war has left
the once prosperous, independent and defiant Libya in ruin, dependency, and prolonged civil strife.
Maximilian C. Forte is an associate professor in the department of sociology and anthropology at
Concordia University in Montreal. Max is a founding member of Anthropologists for Justice and Peace.
He writes regularly for the Zero Anthropology Project, CounterPunch, and was formerly a columnist for
Al Jazeera Arabic.
Key words: Colonization & Decolonisatioin, Imperialism, African Studies, National Identity–Libya
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ISBN-13: 9781926824758
paperback / 252 pp
6 x 9 / $27.95
November 2012
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Political Studies
Walls: Travels Along the Barricades
Marcello Di Cintio l Goose Lane Editions
Winner of the 2013 Shaughnessey Cohen Prize for Political Writing.
In this award-winning blend of travel and reportage, Marcello Di Cintio journeys to the world’s most
disputed edges to meet the people who live alongside the razor wire and answer the question: What
does it mean to live against the walls? Di Cintio shares tea with Saharan refugees on the wrong side of
Morocco’s desert wall. He visits fenced-in villages in northeast India, walks Arizona’s migrant trails, and
travels to Palestinian villages to witness the protests against Israel’s security barrier. All the while, he seeks
to understand what these structures say about those who build them and how they influence the cultures
that they surround.

ISBN-13: 9780864929174
paperback / 288 pp
6 x 9 / $19.95
September 2013

Marcello Di Cintio’s first book, Harmattan: Wind Across West Africa, won the Henry Kriesel Award for
Best First Book. His second book, Poets and Pahlevans: A Journey Into the Heart of Iran, won the Wilfred
Eggleston Prize. He has also written for numerous magazines, journals, and newspapers.
Key words: War Studies, Journalism, Cultural Studies

Media Studies
Euphora & Dystopia: The Banff New Media Institute Dialogues
edited by Sara Diamond & Sarah Cook l Banff Centre Press
Euphoria & Dystopia includes over 150 original transcripts drawn from thousands of hours of audio
material from the annual Interactive Screen event and numerous summits and annual workshops. The
book is organized by themes that range from data visualization to the interface of technology and the
body to curating to gaming. It includes fully annotated references and biographies, a detailed list of events
that took place at Banff between 1995 and 2005. The book also includes commissioned essays from the
co-editors and from leading new media theorists. Included is a DVD of HorizonZero, the groundbreaking
bilingual electronic journal produced at Banff.
Sara Diamond is President and Vice-Chancellor of OCAD University in Toronto, Ontario.
Sarah Cook is a curator and writer based in the United Kingdom.
ISBN-13: 9781894773225
paperback / 1100 pp
6.5 x 9.5 / $39.95
March 2012

Key words: Feminist, Globalization, Media Studies, Poststructural, Visual Arts & Traditions,
New Media, Technology

Related Interest - World History
Live Souls: Citizens and Volunteers of Civil War Spain
Serge Alternês & Alec Wainman l Ronsdale Press
Live Souls presents 210 of the numerous photos that Alec Wainman took during the Spanish Civil War,
and his personal story of his time as a volunteer member of the British Medical Unit. Until the present
only a small number of his photos have appeared in historical books, where they have been valued for their
insight into the troubled period. After much research by Serge Alternês, the entire corpus of the photos was
discovered in excellent condition. Wainman’s lens reflects his compassion for the citizens, volunteers, and
the civil war itself, keeping alive the souls of the Spanish citizens.

ISBN-13: 9781553804376
paperback / 304 pp
7.75 x 8.85 / $24.95
October 2015

Serge Alternês has worked for more than thirty years in Europe, Africa, and Asia. After years of
searching, he discovered the missing Wainman photos.
Alec Wainman was an ambulance driver, interpreter, and press officer in civil-war Spain. He was also a
Slavonics professor at UBC and a life-long humanitarian.
Key words: War Studies, Narrative & Biography, Spanish History (1930s), National Identity–Spain
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All Lit Up

Discover l Buy l Collect
Canadian Literature
Launched in September 2014, AllLitUp.ca is for readers of emerging, quirky, and unabashedly
Canadian literature or those readers who are curious to find out what is so intriguing about so-called
“CanLit.” Browse, discover, and purchase the best books this country’s independent publishers have
to offer and stay to read our exclusive behind-the-scenes content about the books, authors, and
publishers whose work is available on our site.
All Lit Up came about as a response from the members of the Literary Press Group to the changing
ways readers discover, purchase, and read Canadian books. Additionally, it is meant to serve as a
community bookstore for readers with no local option, ensuring every Canadian has access to the
literature produced by Canadian independent publishers.
The Literary Press Group, which manages All Lit Up, is a non-profit membership association of 60
independently-owned and -operated Canadian literary publishers. Since 1975, the LPG has helped
its member publishers sell, distribute, and market their books to booksellers, libraries, institutions,
and now, through All Lit Up, directly to readers.
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